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Close Votes Predicted
As Congress Confronts
Energy Plan This Week

WASHINGTON(AP) — Some very close
votes are being predicted in
Congress this
week as the legislators confront
the energy
problem with oil price controls
scheduled
to expire Aug. 31.
The majority leaders of both
houses indicated they expect some
movement in
Congress to cope with the scheduled
expiration, which would lead to a
relatively
fast increase in the price of gasoline
and
other petroleum products.
Speaker Carl Albert told reporters
today
the prospects for work on
energy
legislation this week are "lots of
headaches and effort and hopefully some
results."
The House will consider a resolution
to
disapprove President Ford's proffered
compromise and also may try to write
some form of compromise on oil prices and
decontrol into the energy bill it is considering.
Speaker Albert said additional compromise efforts are possible.
The House also will vote Tuesday on
President Ford's veto of a $2 billion health
program authorization bill.
The Senate voted17 to 15 Saturday to
. For a bill to be enacted into law
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Uncle Jeffs
Broken Into
Sunday Night

despite a presidential veto, each house
must re-pass it by a least two-thirds
majority.
Soon after Albert told newsmen of the
plan for a veto vote, Majority Leader
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr., D-Mass., appealed
to the House to override.
"President Ford's vetoes now go across
the board," O'Neill said. "He has said no
to jobs, no to housing, no to energy, no to,
education and health. You name it, he's
vetoed it..."
O'Neill said Sunday on CBS' "Face the
Nation" that he thinks Congress will reject _
Ford energy compromise proposal and
adopt its own similar measures.
O'Neill said an amendment similar to
what the President has suggested will be
proposed this week and he expects it to win
approval. And, he said he anticipates that
with such an amendment, Ford will agree
to a temporary extension of current controls.
It will be very close, whetherThe amendment is passed, O'Neill said.
Congress must consider Ford's plan this
week. If Congress does nothing by Friday,
the admiristration's program goes into effect automatically.

For the eighth time in 11 years, the
Uncle Jeff's Discount Store was
burglarized over the weekend, according
to reports from the Murray Police
Department.
Officers on routine patrol noticed a door
in the shopping center which didn't look
normal, and after investigating, found a
hole cut in the west wall of-the-ht & M
Sporting Goods, a division of the Uncle
Jeff's store.
Police then surrounded the store and
entered the building through the hole
apparently cut by the burglars. The
burglar alarm inside the building, which
had not been tripped by the intruders, was
set off for the first time by police after they
entered.
Store owner Russell Dowdy said this
morning the thieves worked neatly around

the burglar alarm system, avoiding the
areas that were "bugged." They entered
the main office by breaking out a window
in the office wall, which was the only way
it could be entered without tripping an
alarm. They then proceeded to break into
a huge safe which was in the office area,
taking all the money from Friday and
Saturday sales.
Dowdy would not release the amount of
money taken in the break-in, but said that
an undetermined number of firearms were
also stolen from the M & M Sporting Goods
Department. Dowdy estimated the
damage to the safe to be at least $2,500.
and said that other extensive property
damage was also done by the burglars.
Police said this morning that the breakin was "definitely done by professionals,"
and said that an investigation will be
continued into the incident.
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FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
Contributions from Kentuckians for tie
Democratic party fell short of what the
state raised last year in the party's
national fund-raising telethon.
The two day event, which ended Sunday,
netted about $53,000 in contributions from
Kentuckians who telephoned their pledges
in to "phone banks" in Louisville, Frankfort, Lexington, Ashland, Covington,
Bowling Green,Owensboro and Paducah.
Nationally, the party, which had hoped
to raise $6 thffltón, relcelfed contributions
and pledges totaling slightly more than $4
million. The telethon's purpose was to
erase the party's $2.6 million debt left over
from the 1972 general election.
In last year's telethon, Kentuckians
pledged about $80,000.
Lois Mateus, public relations director
for the Kentucky Democratic party, said
$25,384 had been pledged by state residents, another $15,000 had been contributed in a pre-telethon direct mailing effort and $13,000 was rasied in Louisville
last week.
She said the telethon wasn't publicized
as much this year because the state party

Sunny and Warm
Mostly sunny and very warm through
Tuesday. Highs this afternoon and
Tuesday in the upper 80s to low 90s. Low
tonight in the mid to upper 60s. Winds light
and variable this afternoon and tonight.
Continued sunny and warm Wednesday.

will need funds to finance this falls' election campaigns.
Sen. Wendell Ford, D-Ky., who had said
he would attend the event in Los Angeles,
cancelled his plans due to "pressing
business in the Senate."
.
The only member ot the state's
congressional delegation to attend was
Rep. Carroll Hubbard.
John Y. Brown, a Louisville
businessman who originated the first
national telethon, appeared (*.the. show
Sunday with Democratic National Chairman Robert Strauss.
A taped message from Gov. Julian
Carroll alms's.playa&
Ms. Mateus, who prefers • that
designation, said the state party had been
advised by the national organization that
Carroll or other candidates shouldn't be
allowed to speak at the telethon. She said
they feared it could violate equal-time
provisions required by the Federal Communications Commission.
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A 404111ENT'S PAOSt — Charles T.'Bogard, magistrate
of district one, finds it
difficult to take a_moment's pause between serving as magistrate
and operating
a bull dozer. On Sundays he and his family
often spend the afternoon driving
over his area's roads, making plans for improvemen
t.
(Photo hy Nana Peterson)
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-Me same age as comedian
Jack Benny, 39, Charles T. Bogard,
magistrate of district one, makes light of
his busy hours spent in his elected position,
and as a bull-dozer operator.
"Between those two jobs, there's not a
whole lot of time for relaxing or hobbies. .1
guess you might Call coffee-drinking my
hobby, as I sure do plenty of it," said
Bogard, who lives on Dextsx Route One.
Leaving the house before seven each
morning, and arriving home around 8 p.
m., he said,"I lie on the floor in front of the
television each evening, for about five
minutes, before I fall asleep. Of course,
there are lots of phone calls from people
worried about their roads or bridges, but
answering their questions is all part of the
job."
"I enjoy what I do, and if the next

Own's oo
rd run again.,But
I don't

know where things will stand two aid a
half years from now, so I can't say what
I'll do at the end of my four-year term," he
added.
Goals that Bogard thinks the fiscal court
and magistrates should work for are an
increase in cement and concrete bridges
before more paving is done. "We already
have too many two-laned paved roads
leading into a one-lane wooden bridge,
which no one needs to be told is dangerous.
I say, let's renovate our bridges that are
trecherous or which wash away with the
rains, before we do more paving," he said.
Although members of the fiscal court
don't agree on every thing the court does,
"we cooperate well together," said
Bogard. "I'm glad we don't see eye to eve

Calloway County's over-65 population is
growing in importance — numerically,
economically and politically.
The latest figures show that this age
group has been one of the fastest growing
and that its influence at the polls and in the

market place has been increasing
proportionately. About one out of every
eight persons, locally, is now 65 or older.
Ngtionally, there are now more than 22
million men and women in that age
bracket. They represent 10 per cent of the
total population. In Calloway County they
represent 12.5 per cent.
For many of them, income is the No. 1
problem. Inflation during the past few
years has made it difficult for people on
small fixed incomes to make both ends
meet. All in all, about 17 per cent of those
over 65 cannot get along without public
assistance, according to the Department
of Commerce.
The bulk on the other hand, are
on eirarYthina we discuss, as it leads to
more thinking on everyone's part before managing satisfactorily. on their Own.
Many of them have income from one or
any action is taken, and that benefits the
more sources — social security, pensions,
county," he added.
interest, dividends, annuities and,
Another special project Bogard has in
frequently, from wages. About l out of
mind is the clipping of weeds and shrubs
every 5 are in the labor force. Their earfrom the right-of-way along county roads.
nings account for a third of all the income
of older people.
"We've had too many accidents and nearIn Calloway County, the latest governaccidents resulting from the high weeds,
ment figures show, 23.6 per cent of the men
and I think the right-of-ways should be
over 65 and 6.0 per cent of the women are
trimmed to prevent unseen dangers from
in the labor force. Most of them hold partcropping up," he said.
time jobs.
He and his wife, Lue Jene, who works at
Although the median income of families.
IGA Southside, have four children, Terry,
in the over-65 category is only around
Connie, Vickie and Micky. "On Sundays
$6,500, it adds up to an impressive $70
we usually eat out, and then drive through
billion or so in the aggregate.
the district, looking at improvements since
That is money that gets spent promptly
last week,and checking on what still needs
for food, housing, household operations,
to be done...you might call it a family
medicines, clothing and the like.
project," said Bogard.
The size of this spending power has led
industrial firms to cater to their special
tastes and wants, devising products to suit
them.
Politically, too, their influence has
become strong, not only because of their
number, but because most of them go to
the polls on election day. About 70 per cent
of oldsters vote, a far greater proportion
than in, other groups.
that."
They have been raising their voices in
Both doctors agreed that the extensive
Washington, lately, seeking a better
precautions were not being taken just
national health program and the right to
because the men are astronauts. Barearn more then $2,520 a yeae without loss
tenni said the same would be done for
of social security benefits,
firemen hospitalized for smoke inhalation.

Apollo Astronauts Face 10-Day
Period Of Seclusion In Hawaii
HONOLULU (AP) — The three Apollo
astronauts, their lungs still congested
from inhaling rocket fuel fumes,face a 10day period of seclusion here because they
are vulnerable to infections.
Doctors said Sunday they plan to release
Thomas Stafford, Donald Slayton and Vance Brand from Tripler Army Hospital on
Tuesday, then place them in -semiisolation." Their wives were to fly here
from the Houston area after it was decided
exactly where the astronauts would be
kept.
The isolation period — which had not
been mentioned by the doctors until Sunday — is intended to keep the astronauts
away from other people, who might expose
them to germs that would not harm a
healthy person.
Dr. Peter Bartelloni, chief of medicine
at the hospital, said the toxic gas the
crewmen breathed last Thursday has disabled lung cells that normally fight infections.

Originally, the men were to have been
flown home as soon as they were
discharged. It was decided to keep them in
Hawaii, said Bartelloni, for several
reasons: so that treatment can be continued by the same doctors; to avoid the
long, tiring flight to Houston, and because
seclusion would be easier to arrange here.
Bartelloni and Apollo crew surgeon Dr.
Arnauld Nicogossian seemed slightly less
satisfied than the previous day about the
crewmen's response to treatment.
Although the irritation in Slayton's lungs
has been proge.ssively clearing, the improvement in the lungs of the other two has
practically stopped, Bartelloni said.
They still cough when asked to breathe
deeply, he said. And although the men feel
very well, "they could be feeling better
than they actually are" because of the
steroid drugs they are taking, he added.
Asked if he was confident of their complete recovery, Bartelloni replied: "There
is nothing to lead me to believe otherwise.
I am optimistic. I can't go any farther than

House Approves Extension
Of Voting Rights Measure

Workmen appl+ the finishing touches to the new city tennis courts on the
Murray High School campus. The courts are expected to be ready for use this
week according to a spokesman for the parks department.
St_aft Photo by Davie;liii

WASHINGTON (API — Extension of the
1965 Voting Rights Act for seven More
years and expansion of it to cover
Mexican-Americans and other minorities
in some areas was approved by the House
today and sent to President Ford.
A bill extending the act until 1982 keF
sevenSouthern states' under federal el
toral supervision until Aug.6, 1982
I
It also extends cooerage for the first
time to areas in which live per cent or
more of the population consists of
Mexican -Americans, Alaskan natives,.
American Indians or people of Asian an-

eestry where there is a history of low voter
registration and discrimination.
The House originally had voted to extend
the act for 10 years, but accepted a Senate
bill extending it for seven and sent it to
President Ford.
ReP. Robert P. McClory of Illipois,
ranking Republican of the House Judiciary
Committee which originated the bill, told
the Howie he still objects to including
"Eskimos and Indians," which he said
would require costly language training for
voting officials", but he said he would 4)'
prove the bill.

WINS AWARDS—Ted Delaney, circulation marla&er of The
Murray Ledger &
Times, has won three awards presented by the Murray
-Calloway County
laycees. Delaney received the "Spoke" awarkl, the "Jaycee
of the Quarter"award,
and the "Jaycee of the Month" award for the month of April.
Other "Jaycee of
the Month- winner'were Gary Crass for June and Gary Taylor
for May.
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Local Students Attend
Workshop At Georgetown
Lisa Jones, Jenne Pool, Jan
Outland, Janie Flora, and Kelly
Williams of Murray High School
and Murray were a part of 170
junior and senior high school
students from throughout
Kentucky who participated in
the seventeenth annual Kentucky Association of Student

Council's Leadership Workshop
on the campus of Georgetown
College, July 13-18.
"Officially" planning to
consider and move towards the
realization of several goals
including
developing
a
philosophy of aims and objectives of the student council,

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Monday, July 28

Improving the effectiveness and
efficiency of leaders and
leadership skills, acquiring
skills in public speaking and
parliamentary procedure and
increasing each individual's
self-understanding, the
workshop hopes to do even
more, according to workshop
director, Sister Mary Kevan
Seibert of Covington's Notre
Dame Academy. "Where all
else is considered, we hope to
develop the characteristics of
true leadership: caring,
reaching and loving."
Bob Babbage, Lexington, a
workshop consultant for several
years added, "Since we have
students from all types of
schools, we are striving to teach
delegates ways to apply the
board lessons learned here to
their specific schools."
Another consultant,
Lexington's Virgil Covington
continued, "The brevity of the
KASC workshop works as an
advantage. Here we ignite a
flame that should and quite
often does, glow brighter as
delegates leave the conference
at Georgetown to touch the lives
of others at home."
Besides being involved in
large group sessions, these
students and other delegates
divided into smaller groups and
organized hypothetical schools
complete with mascots, colors,
organization and policy.

Monday, July 28
Serendipity Stroll will start at
Le Leche League will meet at
the home of Marcia Darling, Center Station in Land Between
1403 Hughes, at eight p.m. For the Lakes at 9:30 a.m.
- information call 753-5963.
Tuesday, July 29
AT CAMP CURRIE—A group of nine fifth and sixth graders from Calloway County
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Murray TOPS Club will meet
spent the
the Mental Health Center at at the Health Center at seven
week of July 21-25 at Camp Currie, one of the three conservation education camps operated
by
7:30 p.m.
the Department of fish and Wildlife Resources. The campers who have all participat
p.m.
ed in the
Department's Conservation Education program in the schools, spent the —
we—ke swimming,
Alateen will meet at the AA
Ellis Center will open at 10:30
boating, and fishing and also received instruction in boatingsafety, conservation, and
safe gun
Hall at seven p.m.
a.m. for senior citizens with
handling.
work on hair pin lace at 10:45
;;;4410X•1044O:O:44-**.;:;:•:;:::;:k;:;:;:;:::;Z:;:;:;:;:::76.:::::::::;5:;:;:;:;:;:-:-:-:dvee•••••••
Adult Great Books Discussion a.m.,lunch at noon, tablegames
Group will meet at the Calloway and shuffleboard at one p.m.
County Public Library at seven and bus to run at 3:15 p.m.
P.m.
Ladies' Medal and Match
STAHLER BOY
Play Golf Tournament will open
Jayson Daniel is the name
at Murray Country Club with
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. James
Carol Hibbard and Frances
H. Stahler of Murray Route
Hulse as chairmen.
Five for their baby boy,
July 24, 1975
weighing six pounds fourteen
Adults 134
ounces, born on Monday, July
MSU Summer Theatre
Nursery 12
21, at 1:22 p. m. at the Murray"Twilight Cabaret" will be at
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
By MRS.W.P. WILLIAMS ;:;:;:4;:i:4;X;:•:•Xo:•:•:.:
Calloway County Hospital.
Baby Boy Farmer (mother the old beach area of Kentucky
They have another son,
In the hot days of summer, it seen in a garden .,and
Dam at 8:30 p.m. with per-__
S°P-ITsli?.i.j4_a__:4114. •
- TorrtfiffnerttfES-dff tfiticult?
—Jisrn -Ray, —agtr 3'42:
"%.
- —The •tir- intereating mdsuniehoe;, `ISSStUrtfurila afe-tiotigiritecisDISMISSALS
Stahlers own and operate a comforting to see the old often as they should be.
Mrs. Ruth F. Yancy, Box 8, Sunday. In case of rain perfamiliar flowers still nodding
The new roses are gorgeous
dairy farm.
Kirksey, Galon C. Hays, 1300 formance will be cancelled.
Grandparents are, Mr. and in the breeze fresh as ever. I and have a heavenly scent, but
Poplar, Murray, Mrs. Janet M.
Mrs. James H. Stahler of have some of the more unusual somehow I regret the passing
Miller and Baby Boy, No. E7
Senior recital of James Ray
of
plants
the
and
enjoy
ones
them,
they
but
used to call
Coopersburg, Pa., and Mr. and
Fox Meadows, Murray, 'Mrs.
Jarrell, trumpet, Harrisburg,
Mrs. Raymond Hubble of they are more temperamental doorway. roses .and pillar
Patricia A. Vick, Rt. 1, Almo,
will meet at the MSU
Trenton, Tenn. Great grand- and often hang their heads in roses. Perhaps not so large
Mrs. Valera G. Jordan, 507 Farrell Recital Hall at 8:15 p.m.
the
and
heat.
lacking
in
many of the
parents are Mr. and Mrs. E. R.
Walnut, Fulton, Mrs. Lemma K.
But I look out on my row of improvements, but they were
Hubble and Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
Warren, Rt. 7, Box 282, Murray,
red geraniums and they are cherished, each individual
Wednesday, July 30
Scruggs, all of Trenton, Tenn.
Mrs. Mary L Ethnonson and
standing up just as straight rose had a special meaning.
Ftizpah Clowns will meet at
Baby Boy, Rt. 6, Box 57,
and happy as if they had just They were loved as a
Freed Cotham's, Chestnut
had a refreshing rain last treasured possession. Perhaps
Murray, Mrs. Marita A.
QUINN GIRL
Street, at seven p.m.
Woodring and Baby Boy, No. 10
Mr. and Mrs. Mark T. Quinn night. They simply accept the because we did not have but a
whatever it few of them and scarcity often
Orchard Hgts., Murray, Roger
of Route One, Pembrook, are weather,
Rangerettes, ages 8 to 15, will
and
make
the makes a thing more valuable.,
G. Dawson, Rt. A, Box 179,
the parents of a babygirl, April is
leave the Municipal parking lotMurray, 'Fred- T. Lee, Rt. 4,
Michelle,-weighing six pounds best-of it. And best of all they - So -plant the hew- plants, by
at seven a.m. for Beech Bend
Murray.
eleven ounces, born on Wed- continue to complete their all means, for they are
Parlc, Bowling Green, and
function
in
this
world which is wonderful and we learn so
nesday, July 23, at 8:56 p. m. at
return at nine p.m.
to put out glorious sprays of much. In fact, I like to put in
the Murray-Calloway.County
brilliant redblossoms. There one new plant each year.
Hospital.
Macrame workshop will be
is a lesson in that somewhere Some are discarded after- a
They have one daughter, for us if we would stop to think couple of seasons.
from
one to four p.m. at Empire
But hold on
Sherry Lynn, age eleven about it.
Farm, Land Between the
to the old standbys, make
months. The father is serving
Lakes.
Then there are the zinnias. them the base from which
with the U. S. Army at Fort They are growing at the edge your garden grows.
Should iiiu
coriv.inCampbell.
ience foods? Decide eccnrdof a piece of ground where
Then experiment with an
Women of Oaks Country Club
Maternal grandparents are nothing else will grow, the unusual plant, it is fun and
ing to the food and to your
will play bridge at 9:30 a. m.
Bobby Flzwlett of New Concord land is poor, the drainage is a educational.
situation, UK Extension
with Ada Sue Roberts as
and Mrs. Ray Rumfelt of little too good, for the water
specialists in consumer ecohostess.
Murray, and the paternal runs off before it can all soak
nomics recommend. These
grandfather is Larry Russell of in, but the flowers are sticking
foods that already have some
Thursday, July 31
their
heads
up
high and from
Dover, Tenn. Great grandof the preparation dorteaften
Murray Swim Team will end
parents are Valde Rowlett of my window! can see one lone
cost more than their simpler
the season with an Intersquad
New Concord, Mr. and Mrs. W. pink blossom that brightens
counterpar
ts. However, the
my
day
competition at 4:30 p. m. and
every
time!
look
at
it.
L. Baker of Canton, Texas, Mrs.
busy homemaker may find
And have you ever planted
trophy dinner at 5:30 p. m. at
NOW AT HOME
C. E. Bynon of Celvista, Calif.,
added cost offset by the
the
the
old-fashio
ned
flower,
the Murray Country Club.
Vernon Riley who had
and Mr. and Mrs.. Roy Quinn of
Portulaca, or Moss Rose as it surgery on July
7 at Memphis, time and effort saved in the
Texas.
has come to be called? Tenn., is now
home. Remember, too, that
recuperating at
Swim
Planted in full sun it blooms his
convenience foods may not
home in Murray.
constantl
y
day
after
day
Bridge Planned By
be quite the same as homeopening up little rose like
prepared products. For
blossoms
PADUCAH PATIENT
example, canned or frozen
Women, Oaks Club colors. of various pastel
The Murray Swim Team will
Hugh Graves Massey of
It is one of the most
meat dishes usually have less
end its season Thursday afThe women of the Oaks cheerful little plants I know of Murray has been dismissed
ternoon, July 31, ,with Inmeat than the same dish
Country Club will play bridge on and I have cherished it since from the Western Baptist
Competition beginning
tersquad
prepared
home
basic
from
at
my
childhood.
Hospital, Paducah.
Wednesday. July 30, at 9:30 a
the Murray Country
4:30
at
at
ingredients
.
The new hybrid flowers are
m. with Ada Sue Roberts, phone
Club, and the trophy dinner
lovely
and
I
wouldn't
want
to
753-2259, as hostess. Reserbeginning at 5:30.
vations should be made by be without them, but I hope all
Meat,bread will be furnished.
of you will always keep alive
Tuesday noon.
Each family is asked to bring
the old-fashioned varieties
Winners from last week were that mean so
two dishes of salad, vegetable,
much to all of us
Ginny Like, high, Freda But- as we get older.
or dessert, arid Its own
Hollyhock is
terworth, second high, and another plant that is
beverage.
rarely
Joyce Thomas, low, according planted now, yet there is none
Reservations should be made
to the bridge hostess, Reva so stately nor so hardy and sun
by Laurence M. Mursh, M.D.
no later than Tuesday with
Shelton.
loving. Sweet Peas are seldom
Consultant, National Dairy Council
either Mrs. Allen Russell, 7532832, or Mrs. Edward Shroat,
teiRRAT
tI
53-3018.
NOW Sun Aim. 6

y BIRTHS

Down the

arden Pat:

Hospital Report

Fresh flower Arrangements Judged
In Woman's Division, Local Fair
Entries and exhibits in the Fuqua, and Brenda Wyatt.
Woman's Division I—Fresh
Miniature arrangement, five
Flower Arrangements for the inches and under—Oina DarMurray-Calloway County Fair nell, Lorene Wilson, and Brenda
were as follows:
Wyatt.
Gladioli—Oina Darnell, Best specimen of white,
Mabel Fuqua, and Frances yellow, and lavender mum in
Stokes.
Coke bottle—Mabel Fuqua and
Roses—Lorene Wilson.
Frances Stokes.
Summer
mums—Onia
Perennial phlox—Lorene
Darnell, Lorene Wilson, and Wilson, Ona Darnell, and Mabel
Mabel Fuqua.
Fuqua.
Zinnias—Oina Darnell and
Dahlias—Mabel Fuqua.
Lorene Wilson.
'Marigolds—Lorene Wilson,
Brendih Wyatt, Oina Darnell,
CONSIDER CANNED FOODS
and Mabel Fuqua.
Old Fashioned flowers—Oina WHEN SPECIALS OFFERED
Whenever specials are ofDarnell Cotiel Bazzell, and
fered, stock up on a few cans of
Mabel Fuqua.
Dinner table—Oina Darnell favorite fruits, vegetables and
fish. Canned foods should be
and Mabel Fuqua.
stored in a dry place at
All foliage—Mabel Fuqua.
Most unusual arrangement— moderately cool but not
Oina Darnell and Mabel Fuqua. freezing temperatures. Avoid
Non-flowering house plant— storage near steam pipes,
Lorene Wilson and Mabel radiators, furnaces and kitchen
ranges. Also avoid dampness
Hybrid rose in Coke bottle— which might cause the conMabel Fuqua and Lorene tainer to rust.
For good utilization plan a
Wilson.
Three different roses in Coke regular turnover, about once a
year. This does not imply that
bottle—Lorene Wilson.
Three different dahlias in the foods will spoil after a year,
or that the quality will decline
Coke bottle—Lorene Wilson.
Single dahlia in Coke bottle— rapidly. However, if it is
Lorene Wilson and Mabel feasible to use and replace cans
at regular intervals, there is
Fuqua.
Flowering shrub in Coke little point in storing them for
bottle—Lorene Wilson, Dina several times their normal
Darnell,Timmy Barrett, Mabel period of best quality.

•
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NUTRITION A LA CARTE

Arnerico's new 1
, • For a picnic. plan your food
needs in advance Prepare what
mosthuggo bite you can before you leave, like
lhesain
vegetables that can be eaten raw.
hoop.
1/41 OF row iftatisail.
rlal LIST
hardcooked
eggs. and don't forget
MCP
the fruit. Provide for keeping cuts
LOST
,
of meat and hamburger patties
cold. Buy milk when you ge. near
PG
1.5011 la Ow moo sadorta...
your picnic grounds Don't take
larnila OA.of too Woe
more than you need, but rememMaybe
ail
FMK ST WWII
ber outdoor appetites are
lin pit
ravenous
tiarntli Mat ::::6tVZ11••""_
.
4
%.
_]..
Pala.
• Have you ever wondered about
the bones in your body and how
NOW ThrU Sept. 4
they are constructed? They are
really tubular with rigid material
7:15,9:35 + 2:30 Sat., Sun
on the outside and the softer
marrow inside An adult's body
can contain some three pounds of
calcium, and this is spread over
an amazing bone-surface area of
148.000 square yards. That's more
The terrifying
than 27 football fields.
• With a team composed of the
motion picture
milk group, the meat group.
from the terrifying
vege4ables and fruits, and breads
, and kereals. your nutrient needs
No.I best seller.
oan te met ek
. h day Eating a
wide•variety of foods is important
1;710 _YU 1100 •11•11:01111171111111 OWN
because it asaures you of all-the
1dUlt 2.50, Child 1/5
1_
NO PASSES
different nutrients and appetizing
flavors as well So follow the fourfood-group concept in your meals.
A Maximum of 200 Seats will be sold in advance
• Here's a suggestion" for teenfor each 7:15 Show. Buy up to 1 week in -advance
age girls.who think they can't eat
at Capri 7:00! to 10:00 nitely. 'There will be 400
breakfast in the Morning Have
them start with only a single food,
seats available at the boxoffice each nite at 6:30.
such as fruit or a glass of milkiir

7

cocoa,. and then add other foods
gradually, within two or three
weeks Weight is much easier to
control when breakfast is
adequate and you don't overeat at
lunch.
• There's evidence that calcium
deficiency may be the basic cause
of, people (particularly older
people) losing their teeth.
Research indicates it's a lack of
sufficient phosphorus and calcium
in the diet Researchers suggest
that milk and milk products.
because of their favorable ratio of
phosphorus to calcium, are good
foods to help reduce this disease
• Here's a bit of history • Cato the
Censort the grim Roman
statesman, was perhaps the
earliest effective teacher of sound
nutrition. He recommended cab
bage as a restorer and preserver
of health. We now know cabbage is
a relatively good source of
vitamin C, which was lacking in
the dried cereals that were basic
in early man's diet in those days
• Milk contairei a wide variety of
the essential nutrients needed for
good health As such, it is one of
the most Useful foods you can.acid
to- yoUr meal Two glasses a day
give an adult almost a third of the
protein recommended, two-thirds
the calciurfi. half the riboflavin.
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Are they covered by a
comprehensive health care plan?
Better be sure.
With the rising cost of health care, a prolong
ed
hospital stay or illness could put many people
right out of college.
The Special Blue.Croks and Blue Shield--College Student program provides year 'round
coverage to full-time students to age 27 and
when they marry there is also a family plan
available.

•

So, if you have a son or daughter who is now a
itellege student or will be entering college this
fall, send in the coupon below for more
information about the Blue Cross and Blue
Shield College Student Plan
Our only business is helping you get good
health care you can afford

•

THIS IS A

Blue Cross
Blue Shield
of Kentucky

lifreTconasok,
TOWN!
Ler is velem yes.
Mrs. Kathryn Owiana
Phone /53 Mt

CoMplete and mail this coupon to

Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Kentucky.
31_01 Bardstown
Road, Louisville, Kentucky 40205 Please send me
without obligation nongroup information
on health care benefits and eligibility requirement
s
MLT07T/S

(Check all items

Name(Mr I (Mrs I (MISS)--

that abpty)

Age

Address
018-24
040-84
'I

025-39
065 or over

City
Employed by(Company name)
maied
OA college student
iCompany address)
OPresently a member of Blue Cross and Blue Shield interested
in

Zip

I am: OGetting

improving my.

benefits My Certificate No
0Interested in torming.an Employee Group(5 or
more eMployees)
0Please send the booklet - The Cost of Health
Care What s Beifttjelohe
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Many Items Entered In Agronomy Division Of Calloway County Fair
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Entries and exhibits in the
Agronomy Division of the
Murray-Calloway County Fair
were as follows:
-Six ears yellow corn-Ronnie
Wilson, Joe Dan Taylor, and
Bill Hurt.
Three stalks corn, any variety
- Bruce Thurmond, Ronnie
Wilson, Terry Wyatt, Kerry

hale.

Wyatt, Kendra Thurmond, and Bruce Thurmond, Kerry Wyatt, - Tammy Locke, Brero:
Raymond Wright.
Terry Wyatt, and Martin Wyatt, Bronzie Young, AI-1:
Three stalks popcorn - Young.
Cooper, and Max Hurt.
Raymond Wright, Kendra
Plate of three saucer squaw
Block of Alfalfa - Lisa
Thurmond, and Bruce ThurWyatt, Bronzir
Shackelford, Vicky - Brenda
Young.
mond.
Martin
Young,
and
Shackelford, and Brenda
squash
Gallon Fescue seed - Ronnie
acorn
three
Plate
of
•%4
Shackelford.
Young,
Wilson.
Block of mixed hay - Ted Brenda Wyatt, Martin
Six stalks, any variety with
Potts, Joe Dan Taylor, and and Bronzie Young.
roots - Kendra Thurmond, Kenneth
Plate of 48 pods unshelled
Paschall.
beans - Rachel Jackson, The wedding of Mrs. Nola and Mrs. Riley Lassiter and
lima
Block of grass hay - Kenneth
Wyatt, Lewis and Oury M.Iassiter was sons, Michael and David, of
Paschall, Carves Paschall, Bronzie Young, Brenda
solemnized on Saturday, July Jeffersontown, Edward M.
Martin Young, Terry Wyatt, and Tammy Locke.
Plate of 48 pods unshelled 19, at 11:30 a.m, in the Chapel of Lassiter, Los Angeles, Calif.,
Kerry Wyatt, and Raymond
green beans - Bill Hurt, St. Matthews Baptist Church, Mr. and Mrs. Homer Lassiter,
Wright.
Wyatt, TaMMY Locke, Louisville, with Rev. J. Altus Raleigh, N. C., Mr. and Mrs.
Brenda
Best plant dark fired tobacco
Richard H. Lewis and
- Stephanie Wyatt, Kerry Ronnie Wilson, and Alma Newell officiating.
Attendants for the couple daughters, Beth, Cynthia, and
Wyatt, Martin Young, Billy Cooper.
Pint of shelled beans-Mabel were Mrs. Edward Sweeney, a Katherine, Benton and FrankBrandon, Terry Wyatt, and
Fuqua
sister of the bride, and J. Riley fort; Mr. and Mrs. Caitlin%
and Brenda Wyatt.
David Brandon.
Plate of unshelled peas - Lassiter, son of the groom.
Warren, Muldraugh, and Mr.
Best plant burley tobacco Jerry Howard, Steve Howard, Noble Cox, Rachel Jackson, After the ceremony a wedding and Mrs. Edward Sweeney,
Kendra Thurmond, Marilyn Mabel Fuqua, Brenda Wyatt, breakfast was held at the Orlando, Fla.
Holiday Inn on Bardstown Road
The couple is now residing at
Howard, Ted Howard, Terry and Bronzie Young.
Plate of five bunches of for the guests who were: Mr. 4024 Brownlee Road, Louisville.
Wyatt, Kerry Wyatt, Martin
Young, and Bruce Thurmond. carrots- Joel Klein and Mabel
Best plant one sucker tobacco Fuqua.
Plate of five apples - Noble
- Martin Young, Kerry Wyatt,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Garland
Cox,
Bronzie Young, Ronnie
and Terry Wyatt.
Wyatt.
Brenda
Wilson,
and
Best
basket
garden
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Garland of Murray Route Two will
Plate of five peaches- Noble
vegetables- Brenda Wyatt and
celebrate their golden wedding anniversary on Sunday, August 3,
Frances
Drake
Cox.
Kerry Wyatt.
with a reception at the Community Room of Me Murray Federal
By_Abigail Van Buren
Plate of five Irish potatoes - - - corn
Plate
of
ornamental
and Loan Building.
Savings
0 111718 by Chicago TM...gm-N.Y. News Synd.,
FOR TUESDAY, JULY 29, 1975
Anna Wright, Ronnie Wilson, Herman Darnell, Frances
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to call during
Mabel Fuqua, Bill Hurt, and Stokes, and Mabel Fuqua.
two to 4:30 p. m.
Look in the section in which however, don't by-pass details. the afternoon hours of
Johnny Cox.
gourds your birthday
Garland
were married August 6, 1925, by the late
and
ornamental
Mrs.
Display
Mr.
of
DEAR ABBY: I am a physician. About 72 hours ago, a
comes and find AQUARIUS
Plate of five tomatoes - - Mabel Fuqua.
Rev. Dee Knight of Stewart County, Tenn., with their only atpreviously healthy, beautiful, 16-month-old child was
what your outlook is, according (Jan.
21 to Feb. 19)
Herman Darnell, Lorene
Unusual gourds - Herman to the stars.
tendants being Virgil Garland and the late Rosie Garland.
brought to our department with obvious burns around his
Uranus
somewhat adverse.
Wilson,
Anna
Wright,
Ronnie
Brenda
Fuqua,
Darnell,
The couple resided in Stewart County until moving to Calloway
Mabel
lips and mouth.
ARIES
Watch for irritating situations County in 1943. Mr. Garland is semi-retired with part time emWilson, and Alma Cooper.
Only a few hours before, while visiting his grandparents,
Wyatt, and Bronzie Young.
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) TA and bridge them
amicably and ployment at Northside IGA.
Plate of five onions - Anna
he discovered a bottle of lye and injested only one.mouthful.
Six cucumbers - Tammy
Unless you have other
Fourteen doctors, and dozens of nurses and operating
Wright, Tammy Locke, and Locke, Rachel Jackson, Brenda commitments which will take with unbiased opinion. Move
Mr. Garland is the son of the late Rufus Garland and Alice
briskly into productive areas.
personnel have been involved in the three operations that
Ronnie Wilson.
Wyatt, Ronnie Wilson, Bronzie up too much of your time, this
Finley Garland. Mrs. Garland is the daughter of the late Willie F.
this child has already undergone.
Plate of five sweet pepper - Young, and Alma Cooper.
would be a good day in which to PISCES
Vinson and Rena Sholar Vinson.
The boy is now in our intensive-care unit, his eyes held
Andrew Marello, Brenda Wyatt,
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
start a brand-new project
Cabbage
Head
They have two children, Wade Garland and Mrs. Charles
of
Anna
shut with plastic tape, his breathing controlled by a
and Tammy Locke.
A more or less average day. (Kathryn) Finney, both of Murray. Four grandchildren are
even, perhaps, in another field.
Wright, Tammy Locke, Brenda
machine and his life supported by tubes placed in his neck,
Better finish, or at least further Michael Garland, Mrs. Tony (Donna) Hughes, and Keith Finney
Plate of five pimento pepper Wyatt, and Cindy Bazzell.
chest, abdomen, penis, arms and legs. All of his esophagus
TAURUS
)-41:-/f- current project. Starting new of Murray, and Mrs. Larry A. ( Phyllis) Orr of Mayfield. Four
Brenda
Wyatt
and
Bronzie
Walter
Best
cantaloupe
and most of his stomach were destroyed by the lye and
( Apr. 21 to May 21) •-•,Witr
undertakings without proper
Young.
Conner.
had to be surgically removed. If he lives, he will have to be
Venus highly favorable, preparation could lead to great grandchildren are Tanya Hughes, Tammy, Cindy, and
Plate of five hot pepper - fed through a hole in his abdomen for months.
Best eggplant - Max Hurt, Follow up insp•
Chris Garland.
wed plans withLALs4“paintxneAt.
•----y--:•-akeatbssi-nteagerfestrysarweaderwitrtitspek.etheir kftti
4twbowt` 1-10(41•;-4,4aN- Herrir'
4
41-sx-Mak Nurt,'Rerute'Vtisekll'efelltiVenlecdftTpIteifFNIff:-"Ks
bathrooms, basements and garages, and to place all
Martin Young, Brenda Wyatt, Bill Hurt, and Anna Wright. • with Aries, you could new take
dangerous chemicals outside,the reach of small children.
and Bronzie Young.
Best six beets - Bronzie up a new venture if the odds
And ask them to pass the word on to their friends and
Plate of five banana pepper - Young and Brenda Wyatt.
seem to be on your side.
neighbors who may not have children but who occasionally
Max Hurt, Bronzie Young, and
Best wild fruit - Sherwood GEMINI
have young visitors. -- .
Brenda Wyatt.
Potts.
I May 22 to June 21)
This type of needless suffering and death to small
Field Pumpkin - Johnny
Best six pods okra - Lorene
children can be stopped today without spending one penny
Planetary influences now
Cox.
Wilson, Noble Cox, Jotumy Cox, stimulate your imagination,
for research or donations.
Sugar Pumpkin - Max Hurt Tammy Locke, Alma Cooper, ingenuity and incentive. This is
,I hope you will consider this worthy of your column,
and Mabel Fuqua.
;which is piobably read by more people than any other.
Brenda Wyatt, Bronzie young, the time to reach for top goals.
Plate of three yellow squash
ARNOLD E KATZ, M.D.
and Anna Wright.
CANCER
IOWA CITY,IOWA
(Jim 22 to July 23)
A shifting of certain situations
DEAR DR. KATZ: Worthy? If only one letter makes my
indicated; some conditions
column today, this will be it.
changing. You should be in on
Readers, please place all detergents, bleaches, cleaning
the movements and plans.
fluid, paint, polish, rat poison, drain cleaner and pills
lactudIng aspiftn arid-Udine) -iiKder '16C1c
Miss -Kirol Olive, MISS Columbia will be represented at LEO
23)
KENTUCKY
TEEN-AGER the National Pageant by a ( July 24 to Aug.
DEAR ABBY: In 1926, we were married. Four years
This is a day for aggressive
1975, will compete in the contestant who has won her
later, we got divorced. Neither of us married anybody else.
action - which the Leoite
National Finals of the 4th An- statewide competition.
always enioya. Aim for your
Seven years later we got married again. Next year will be
ntuii
Miss
National
Teen-ager
Atlanta,
While in
the state
50 years since our first marriage. Do we have the right to
objectives in swift, sure
Pageant to be held at the queens will have dinner . with
manner. On the personal side:
celebrate our 50th wedding anniversary? Or do we have to
Alliance
Theatre,
Atlanta,
Romance highly favored.
wait another seven years to make up for the time we were
Honorable George Busbee
Georgia, Friday, August 8.
VIRGO
divorced?
Governor of Georgia, and each
Miss Olive was selected as girl will present Governor ( Aug, 24 to Sept. 23) 11/7
EAST OF EDEN
Better-than -average inMiss Kentucky Teen-ager at Busbee with a gift symbolic of
DEAR EAST: Go ahead and celebrate your 50th. Who's
state finals in Lexington at the her state. There will be a tour of fluences but, in general, you
counting?
will fare better at routine acContinental Inn and Lafayette the Georgia State Capitol to
tivities than in starting new
High School Auditorium in meet with state dignitaries, a
CONFIDENTIAL TO ANYONE WHO IS INTER.
March.
tour of Six Flags Over Georgia, enterprises. Watch the budget.
ESTED IN MONEY: If you're looking for ways to budget
LIBRA
Karol is the 17 year old Underground Atlanta, Stone
leave
it to
your money, save it, spend it wisely, invest it.
(Sept 24 to Oct. 23) AZI
Mr.
daughter
and
of
Mrs.
other
Mountain,
and
many
your family or take it with you-I recommend Sylvia
Fine planetauJilfluences
Kermit K. Olive, 7511-B Mont- festivities.
Porter's new -MONEY BOOK:"rf not cheap, but it's
now stimulate your lively
pelier St., Ft. Knox. She has
worth the money!
Each contestant will recite a
imagination, spark new and
been the recipient of many 100 word theme of her own
lofty
ambitions, give you a fresh
honors since being crowned composition on the subject,
outlook on life.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
Miss Kentucky Teen-ager. She "What's
About
Right
SCORPIO
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700. L.A., Calif. 90069
has met with the governor and America."
Enclose stamped. self-addressed envelope, please.
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22 I 171
,
4t;
CASH
NO. of
MONTHLY TOTAL
ANNUAL
has been a special guest at
$10,000 in Cash Scholarships
ADVANCE 88014T8441 PAYMENTS PAYMENTS % RATE
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Here is a chance for your
many
local,
state,
and
out
of
will be awarded from the
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
$7317
48
special gifts of inspirational
141.500
33.812 19
171101.
state pageants.
Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long.
National Teen-ager Foundation. planning and organizing, under
$3,000
887.93
is
84,20124
1780%
self-addressed, stamped 12(14) envelope.
Fifty states and the District of
The National Winner will either revised or completely
_
880 41
receive $3,500 a 1975 Lincoln- new methods. Do make the
63,500 .
80
8842488
111.11/31.
Mercury Bob-Cat, a mink cape, most of it!
54,000
80
$10323
119.193 90
111 79%
i...,
a trip to Spain, and other prizes. SAGITTARIUS
OF AMNRICA
1st Runner-up will receive (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
/1,500 and $1,000 each will be ,
Mixed influences. Plan now
Murray
awarded the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th to clear up any confusing In Bel-Air Center
Runners-up and the Essay situations. Security must be Ross Wilder, Mgr.
Phone 753-5573
winner and the Citizenship built up on a sound basis. Inwinner.
telligently productive methods
Open Friday Nights Until 6:00
Lisa Lyon, the reigning Miss needed.
National Teen-ager will crown "'CAPRICORN
Loans and financing to $4,800.
the new queen. She is from New (Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Va
Port Richey, Fla. and has
Large loans for homeowners.
Invest time and energies only
traveled over 75,000 miles as the in projects worthy of your enAmbassador of Today's Teen- deavor. In a rush to accomplish,
ager.
Application.s and information
on the 1976 Miss Kentucky Teenager Pageant may be obtained
by writing Mrs. Richard C.
Lea's is your new shop on the
Forrest, State Director, P. 0.
Square Downtown Paris for HallBox 10162, Charleston, S. C.
mark cards, gifts, candles, books,
29411 or by telephoning 603-571stationery, wrapping papers and
Party Gowns
2032. The Pageant is open to all
party accessories. Beautiful things
girls 13-17 years of age as of
Prom Gowns
to brighten someone's day. . . or
January 1, 1976. A $500.00 Cash
someone's life. Discover how nice
Mothers Gowns
Scholarship will be among the
it is to find everything for giving
prizes the awarded to Miss
in one shop—with the extra asTeen-ager 197s.
Kentucky
quality.
Hallmark
surance of

Lewis and Lassiter Vows Read
At Chapel; Breakfast Is Held

--7413ht

Doctor Warns Parents:
Keep Chemicals From
Kids

Your Individual Horoscope
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We made
Stan Blake
even happiez

ISO

Miss Karol Olive, Miss Kentucky
Teen-Ager, To Compete In Finals

41244g

If you neettelot of Cash see the Good News
Loan People.
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At Lea's Hallmark,
we're
in the
business of
brightening
people's
days.

And
we're going
to start
with yours.

Summerf Clearance,

Savings Of

25% to75%

On All Formals

And with every purchase of
$1.00 or more, through August 2,
we'll brighten your day with a
beautiful scented round candle—
absolutely free.
HOW'S THAT FOR OPENERS?

-

Come to Lea's during our get
acquainted offer July 31, Aug. 1
and 2nd.

al*

LEA'S
SHOP

3

One Group $10

X PERSONALS

RESIDING IN FLORIDA
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Goodwin
and son, Travis, are now
residing in Tavares, Fla., where
Mr. Goodwin is choir and youth
director of the First Baptist
Church there. They have been
residing in Princeton where
they were both teachers in the
Caldwell County School System
He is a first lieutenant in the
Reserves, has his Master's
degree and is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Goodwin of
Princeton. Mrs. Goodwin, the
Barbara Brown,
former
dau-Oier of Mr. and . Mrs
James BriaWn of Murray, has
Master's degree

One Group

One Group $20
One Group $30

' Wedding Gowns

$50
(Reduced 50% to 75%

All Other Formals
In Stock

25% Off

Hrs. 10:00-5:30
Mon.-Sat
•

Mon.\r.through
Sat.
July 28th-Aug. 2nd

The Shon)case
121 Bypass
Mart-W,Ry.

Alterations Extra

'1.17
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Cox's Departure Poses
First Internal Crisis
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The imminent departure of William M. Cox, Gov.
Julian Carroll' special assistant, is posing
the first internal crisis for the fledgling
Democratic administration.
Is the 33-year-old former legislator
leaving under a cloud of dissatisfaction
and frustration that signals dissension
within Carroll's circle of trusted advisers?
Or has Cox decided it is time to return to
a lucrative position with a trucking
business in his hometown of Madisonville
to obtain long-term financial security?
The truth may rest halfway between
those theories. It is hard to extract, given
Carroll's penchant for keeping a favorable
image and Cox's reluctance to spill all his
secrets.
In a recent conversation with his closest
friend in Frankfort, Cox said he was at a
turning point—wanting to stay in state
government and yet needing a financial
nest egg. What should he do?
His friend thought about it a few moments, then commented: "You know,I stopped
going to fraternity parties a long time
ago."
Perhaps Cox decidedfie could no longer
afford the luxury of public service that
carried a limited salary tag.
There had been a disagreement over
Cox's desire to control budgetary matters
if he became secretary of the cabinet.
Finance commissioner William Scent opposed the move and Cox lost.
It's a good guess that was the catalyst
for Cox's departure.
"It 'Sias an honest disagreement," one of
the governor's consultants said. "There
was no personal animosity, no knockdown,
drag-out affairs."
The governor's only comment is that
"Bill Cox knows he can have any major appointment in my administration.lie is capable of handling any post."
Note the Present tense. That means Cox
does not have to leave. The governor is
known to be upset over what he feels are
iiijestifted reports of internal dissension.
Others in the immediate Carroll circle
include Terry McBrayer, now practicing
law at Lexington; Bill Curtin, a Frankfort
attorney, and farmer CBISgreSSITIMI, and
_ewe_
Howard "Sonny" Bunt,
Democratic Chairman.
Some of those sources think reports of
backbiting and bitter rivalry and
jealoosies are highly exaggerated or taken
out of context.
"Heck, we josh each other all the time,
its a natural give-and-take among good
friends," one said. "Outsiders would be
surprised how hot and heavy it can become
sometimes."
All agree Cox will continue participating
actively in planning for Carroll's election
in November.
He just won't be as visible," one said.
i'llistead on operating from an office in the
Capitol, he will be at Democratic headquarters or the basement in the governor's
mansion.
; Whatever the true picture, the appearance on things is worrying the adMinistration. Sometimes appearances are
as important as the reality.

Cox has been telling concerned friends
United States Industrial Council
that nobody has done him in and that he
had to make a choice between financial
TODAY'S TOPIC: New Strategic Realities
security and the costly step of staying on
with Carroll.
Americans cannot regard with un- adjustments at home and a breakthrough
Affable and politically-oriented, Cox has
concern the worsening situation in Sub- in relations with such African states as
been sensitive about his almost overly sucSaharan'Africa. The United States has a Ivory Coast and Liberia, South Afrita is
cessful role in helping raise $1 million for
vital stake in maintaining access to the the strong stabilizing force on the African
Carroll for what turned out to be a
vast mineral wealth of Southern Africa continent. Meanwhile, Rhodesia continues
pushover primary last May.
and in the security of the Cape sea route to maintain orderly, Western-style
His feeling is that the governor's lanaround africa. Around the Cape move the government and wide prosperity, while
dslide victory—plus the small surplus
tankers that carry oil to fuel industries and turning back the assaults of revolutionary
from the campaign—speaks plainly for his
homes in Europe and America.
guerrilla forces.
campaign management.
Unfortunately, the last year has wit- The United States role inside Africa is
But there has been criticism within the
nessed a steady deterioration of the necessarily minimal. What is most imcamp that the heavy expenditure
situation in Southern Afrida and in the portant is that the U. S. employ its inpresented a poor public image and more
Weatern Indian Ocean area.
fluence to sustain responsible, orderly
should have been allotted for the fall
governments and to oppose the expansion
Within
recent days, several members of
campaign.
revolutionary regimes. Southern Africa
Congress, including Sen. Dewey Bartlett_ of
To view Cox in better perspective, one
the- mineral treasure house of the eon.,
is
(R-Okla.),
returned from a visit to
should remember he was the first and
tinent. It is very much in the national inSomalia in East Africa and reported on the
foremost of Carroll's advisers starting in
terest of the United States to maintain
missile
supply
base
the
Soviets have
1971.
to the gold, uranium, coal, chrome,
constructed near Berbera on the Gulf of access
When Carroll was lieutenant governor
copper, platinum and other strategic
Aden.
and besieged by factional detractors who
sub-continent. Access will
To the south, the new dictator of materials in the
wanted him to vanish from public office,
be denied if Marxist regimes extend their
Mozambique, the former Portuguese
Cox was his pillar—solid and cool in the
overseas province, has proclaimed his sway.
midst of the heat and excitement.
At the same time the United States has a
nation a "People's Republic" in the .
When Carroll became governor his orbit
special strategic interest in ,the Cape of
Chinese
Communist
style.
In Angola, the
of advisers had to widen, and perhaps Cox
Africa.
other former Portuguese province on the Good Hope at the southern tip of
no longer was the chief consultant. The
Despite the reeopening of the Suez Canal,
South
Atlantic,
all
is
chaos.
Rival
guerrilla
possible consequence: hurt feelings and
the vast bulk of the tanker traffic will
movements and Marxist factions battle for
less of an inclination to stay in state govcontinue to use the Cape Route. It is
power
in
a
vast
land
rich
in
oil
and
ernment when opportunity beckoned
essential that this traffic not be inminerals.
elsewhere.
terrupted or threatened by the growing
The world has been repeatedly shocked Soviet fleet in the Indian Ocean.
To view the entire affair in better perby the brutal actions of Gen. Amin, the
spective it helps to recall previous adIn order to protect U. S. security ihas peerf-:2-' iarettinTilif ANtiteif4-ministrations—the tenure-of-fern-lei—Gov. • Misted tetaIor of-Ugantiaaptly described as a Village tyrant.
Bert Combs 1959 to 1963 is a good place to
States is planning to develop limited
In Zambia, land was nationalized support facilities on the small island of
start.
recently,indicating anew the impossibility Diego Garcia. These facilities, while
Gembs had more than the noiniar share
of economic cooperation between free necessary now, may be inadequate to meet
of problems stemming from the different
world countries and African socialist, the needs Mt the 1980s. A common sense
emperaments and abilities of his inner cirregimes.
cle. They were compounded by the fierce
solution for the United States would be to
factiolielisn then rampant in theparty.
Despite the appalling results of "in- seek permission from South Africa to
After Combs managed to help elect Eddependence," the Afro-Asian and com- establish a missle-handling facility at the
ward T. "Ned" Breathitt as his successor,
munist majority in the United Nations Simonstown naval base near the Cape.
there was infighting between the Combs
U. S. Rep. Samuel S. Stratton (fl-N. Y.)
persists in trying to impose more of the
holdovers and the new team.
same on Southwest Africa, the enormous recently said that U. S. ships in the Indian
When Republican Louie Nunn was elecarid territory on the South Atlantic which Ocean must either go to Norfolk,. Va., or
ted in 1967,some of his closest aides fell to
South Africa has administered in- Subic Bay in the Philippines for missile
sniping at each other. However, the GOP
telligently and responsibly since receiving facilities comparable to those the Soviets
regime could fie excused on grounds of
it under a League of Nations mandate. The enjoy in Somalia. And the U.S. is in danger
----- U. N. is OppoSedie We self-determination - of losing -control over IU Use at Subic Bay
Then Democrat Wendell Ford -came to
for the people of Southwest Africa, which it as the Philippine givernment seeks to
power in 1971, and soon two of his coninsists on calling Namibia, and demands appease Peking.
fidantes were edging aside a third to wield
that
Viewed overall, the situation in and
r eyolutionar y
SWAPO
the
more power.
organizahon with ties to Russia and Red around Africa is changing very fast. The
Now, it's Julian Carroll, and if there is
United States must make a prompt adChina be given full power.
infighting it is slightly more embarassing
Not all the news is bad, however. South justment to changed political and strategic
because Carroll's full term has not started
Africa's policy of "detent" with the more realities. If the necessary new security
yet.
responsible African states to the north is arrangements aren't made, Sovet and
making substantial headway. With its Chinese Communist imperialism will be
success in making social and economic fastened on a vast global region.

•inexperience.

The Murray Little League All Stars beat
Henderson 6 to 3 to win the District
.Tournament. Randy Oliver was pitcher
'and Danny Osborn was catcher for

rMurray.
Deaths reported are Rudy Milstead,
;Mrs. Cora J. Van Meter, James R. Wells,
and Leonard Posie.
C. 0. Bondurant will speak at the Farm
:Safety Week observance by the Kiwanis
:Club at the meeting at the South Side
:Restaurant on July 29.
" Births reported include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Glen Beach on July 10.
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Fitch and children,
David and Nancy, have returned from an
extensive motor trip through the western
states.

20 Years Ago
, Polio vaccine for children who have
already received one shot of the Salk
vaccine has arrived in Calloway County,
according to R. L. Cooper, Calloway
'County Health administrator.
. Pvt. Jack F. Williams is a member of the
'Fourth Infantry Division, Germany.
Ed Walston of Calloway County is pictured with the members in the class on
• instruction in electrical appliances at the
FFA Leadership Training Center at
Hardinsburg.
Births reported include a boy, Stephen
Kelly, to Mr. and Mrs. 13 13. Hinman on
; July 27.
Jerry Williams will teach vocal music at
• the Senior High School, Nashville, Tenn.,
this fall.

Today In History
By the .4swit-tated Press

Today is Monday, July 28, the 209th day
of 1975. There are 156 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1914, Austria declared
war on Serbia. It was the beginning of
World War I.
On this date:
In 1821, Peru proclaimed independence
from Spain.
In 1829, a steam carriage invented by Sir
Goldsworth Gurney traveled from London
to Bath, England, and back at 15 miles an
hour.
In 1896, Miami, Fla., was incorporated.
The population: 260.
In 1943, during World War II, U.S.forces
were winning victories on the island of
Sicily.
In 1945, 13 persons were killed as a U.S.
military plane crashed into the Empire
State Building in New York City.
In 1960, Vice President Richard Nixon
went before a Republican National Convention in Chicago and accepted the GOP
nomination for President.
Ten years ago: President Lyndon Johnson announced that U.S. military strength
in South Vietnam would be increased from
75,000 men to 125,000.
Five years ago: Egypt banned broadcasts by Arab guerrilla groups in Cairn as
the U.S. worked for Arab-Israeli peace.
One year ago: Israeli Foreign Minister
Yigal Alton arrived in Washington to begin
a month of intensive discussions with
American and Arab leaders on a Mid'dle
East settlement.
Today's birthdays: Jaqueline Onassis is
46. Deep sea explorer Jacques Piccard is
53.
Thought for today: Only the young die
good — Oliver Herford, English writer,
1863-1935.,
Bicentennial footnote: It was 200 years
ago today, early in the American
Revolution, that the Pennsylvania Committee of Safety ordered Robert Morris to
import from Holland and Spain the
medicine which would be required by the
harbor defense force the committee was
forming.
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Praise For The Hospital

By ANTHONY HARR1G
Executive Vice President

10 Years Ago

4207f • '

Letter To The Editor

Sensing The VI( s

carriers. 52 25 per month payable in advance
By mail in Callovvoy County and to Benton, Hai
.clin. Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, Ky , and
Para. Buchanan andPury•or TON, . S I 2-SO per
Viler By moil to other elestint:itiont 527 50 per
year
Member of Associated Press Kenttickyisress
tAssairiatiart and Southerrt, ISI•vesapper
In areas served by , Publishers Association

HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions
and solve problems—fast. Write to
Heartline, 8514 North Main St., Dayton,
Ohio, 45415.
Heartline: How many retirement,
survivors, and disability insurance benefit
checks does Social Security send out each
month and what is their total? V. S.
Answer: About 31 million checks are
mailed each month with a value of over $5
billion.
Heartline: I am receiving Social
Security benefits now. If I want to, may I
look at my records held by Social
Security? R. H.
Answer: Yes, you may ask to review
Social Security's records on any information pertaining to you. No one else
has access to this information unless you
give your permission. You may bring a
person with you, if you wish, to reviewthis
infqrmation and you may have a copy
made of the information. You may ask to
do this by calling any Social Security office.
Heartline : I was employed 3 weeks by
city X to help repair damage caused by a
flood. Are my services covered under
Social Security? M. G.

Answer: No, services performed after
1967 for a state or local government by an
employee serving on a temporary basis in
cases of fire, storm, snow, earthquake,
flood, or other similar emergency cannot
be covered under Social Security.
Heartline: I an a widow, 70 years old.
This year I had about $500 interest from a
savings account. That was my only income
other than Social Security. Do I have to file
income tax papers? C. A.
Answer: A single individual, who is 65 or
older, need not file a tax return if his-her
total taxable income is less than $2,800.
Social Security income is not taxable income. Therefore, you would not file a
return since your interest income is your
only taxable income.
Heartline: Is it true that there has just
recently been a law passed that would
allow Medicare to pay for prescription
drugs? Mr. D. W.
Answer: No, not to our knowledge.

the more it hurts inside. The
sooner the forgiveness, the
quicker the pain goes away.

Isn't It The Truth
Members of the Species Potomacus
Exoticus, which is to say congressman,
are apparently afflicted witt a peculiar
blindness, unable to see and feet that the
legislative tight rope which keeps. them
business is vertical instead el horizontal
a rope that, once thick and strong, gets
constantly thinner and thinner.

St

Agree Or Not

Collective
Bargaining
By S. C. Van Curon

VAN CURON

invitations for its next meeting to Carroll,
Human Resources Secretary Leslie
FRANKFORT — A special legislative Dawson,Transportation Secretary John C.
committee on collective bargaining Roberts, Personnel Commissioner Cattie
decided last week to smoke Gov. Julian Lou Miller and Philip Taliaferro, chairCarroll out publicly about his stand on man of the State Personnel Board.
Obviously the members of the corncollective bargaining.
The special committee was appointed by mittee don't want to take the onus of
Carroll when he was lieutenant governor declaring a position on the controversial
and head of the Legislative Research bill if the governor and his staff won't.
3c ?mi.. ThQK.e,a4Acis.y .Farin,„.1itureau,the..xf& .
_ _ci.nr4tUsi,Rti.19 dtAft .ktepQr1 foX .1.1
ftitelnitiltductitirtrr itzArthilitibt.r"bf -COnitiiii•Ce and the-Associated Industries of Kentucky, along
the 1976 General Assembly.
Carroll and his press secretary John with the Kentucky School Board
Nichols got into a hassle with a Bowling Association and other groups bitterly
Green reporter over a story written that oppose the measure and have been sucincluded the subject. The hassle developed cessful in defeating it for the last two
over the words -probably" and sessions.
"possibly." The reporter had asked
The Kentucky Education Association
Carroll if he would sign a collective originally
introduced the idea as a
bargaining bill for public employees if the Professional
Negotiations measure for the
Legislature passed one and sent it to him. state's
30,000 classroom teachers. Last
The reporter quoted Carroll saying session some
other groups joined KEA in
"probably" and Carroll claims he said trying to push
the measure through the
''possibly".
1974 session.
Anyway, at a meeting of the committee
Not all classroom teachers support the
last week State Senator Walter Baker, R- idea and
neither doseveral groups of state
Glasgow, made a moti6n to ask -4-.111 employes. The
Kentucky Association of
and several key members of his ad- Highway
Enginners are neutral on the
ministration to appear at the committee's issue,
President James M. Carrigan Jr.
next scheduled meeting, August 25. Carroll told newsmen. Most of
the engineers of this
has failed to respond to committee in- organization work
for the Highway
vitations to state his position at both the Department.
June and July meetings of the committee.
The 10 to 40 Club, which represents 5,000
Republican gubernatorial nominee
Transportation employes, opposes
Robert Gable has publicly accused Carroll
collective bargaining, A. W. Clements,
of favoring such a bill and probably will
head of the group, said. He said collective
make this one of the big isssues of the race
bargaining would nullify the Merit System
for the governorship this fall.
law and would not provide a balance of
Carroll has put this special legislative
revenues and expenditures.
committee, which he appointed last
September when he was still lieutenant
In making the motion to invite the state
governor, on the spot. He has asked them officials to the next committee meeting,
to study such a proposed bill and make a Senator Baker said, "It is an abominable
recornmendation, but he refuses to take a situation when the largest public employer
position on it himself,
refuses to bring its insight to this cornSenator Baker, obviously for political mittee. They have a responsibility to say
reasons, is trying to nail Carroll and his how the bill should be structured without
administration down to a position on saying yea or nay."
collective bargaining with binding arCarroll also has delayed taking a
bitration for public employes.
position on the Red River Dam conGable has charged that Carroll wants to troversy and Gable also has tried to smoke
unionize public employes which Gable him out on this issue.
claims will be disastrous for cities, schools
It seems that a candidate for governor of
and the state.
the Commonwealth of Kentucky should
The special committee voted to send take a position on such important issues.
By S.C. VAN CURON

Funny Funny World
A little old lady being checked in at an
airline counter asked the agent: -"How
long a hangover will we have in Paris?"
Al Jacobs, a FFW subscriber in
Philadelphia, has discovered how to keep
dimes and quarters he needs for tolls and
parking meters from disappearing in his
car. He keeps the emergencey coins in the
ashtray. Noir only won't the kids and his
wife ringer through the butts and ashes —
but neither will the buys at the car wash

The two theatre cats, Sandy and
Sylvester, were temporarily banned from
the premises when the ABC-1 and ABC-2
cinemas screened "Earthquake," and the
Sensaround technique film with tlee atmospheric effect of making audiences feel
right in an earthquake. Experts found that
the technique creates subsonic vibrations
which could have killed the cats. Luckily,
the theatre mice were subject to the.same
vibrations, and many were killed off.
(Gordon Irving, Glasgow

Let's Stay Well

...

Women And Pill-Popping

Bible Thought
But if ye forgive not men their
trespasses. neither will your
Father forpe your trespasses.
MattheW- 11:1f.
The longer we hold a grudge,

Dear Editor:
to get the best care.
I think praise is in order for our wonThanks to the Murray Federal Savings
derful hospital. I have just spent 25 days and Loan for having the Murray Ledger &
there and was treated like a queen all the Times delivered to our room every day.
time I was there.
And thanks to all my friends for the
visits, cards and prayers, any act of
I have been in other hospitals but none kindness during my recent stay in the
are better than Murray. When I rang for a hospital. A very special thanks to Drs.
nurse you would think she was just outside Binford, Hugh Houston, Ammons, Clark,
the door, she came so quick.
Tuttle and Lowry for being so nice.
And the food was so very good. So when I
Mrs. James Stone
get sick I know I won't have to go very far
Rt. 1, Murray

'By F.J.L. Blassingame, M.D.

More nonprescription drugs
are used by women than by men.
This finding is based on a recent study made by Patricia
Bush and Daviid Ruben, Georgetown University's Department of
Community Medicine and International Health, in Washington,
D.C. A iepoit of their work was
made at the annual meeting of
the American Pharmaceutical
Association and summarized in
Science News.
The survey was done in a major metropolitan area to try to
determine who takes over-thecounter drugs. The sample of
persons interviewed represented
asroes-section of so-called economic dames and a variety of
health-illness states, sex and age.

Among the findings of interest
were that more than one-third of
the people surveyed had taken
nonprescription drugs within the
past two days and that more
women than men had taken
drugs.
The greater use of medication
by women could not be explained by the frequency of illness. Further, nearly one-fifth of
the children under two years of
age had been given drugs in the
last two days but at a rate of
more than.three`females to two
males.
According to the researchers,
the women apparently, give
more drugs to their daughters
than to their .sons With this kind
of conditioning, the daughters
grow up and push pills on their

little girls, all in an established
pattern.
A knowledge of these findings
may cause some women,
especially mothers, to re-examine their pill-popping practices.
Q Mr. T.D. inquires about the
incidence of brain tumor and the
principal symptoms.
A: According to a publication
by the American Cancer Society,
brain tumors occur at the rate of
about 4.5 per-100,000 persons,and
are slightly more frequent in
males than in females. It is estimated that 8,500 Americans will
die this year of brain tumor. The
principal symptoms are
headache, seizures and per-

BLASINGAME
sonality changes. Sometimes the
muscles are affected, resulting
in defects in speech, eye movements and performance of
routine tasks -such as buttoning
a shirt Don't try self-diagnosis.
See a physician.
Q: Miss A.R. who is 26 years
old, is worried because she has
grown an inch and a half since
she was 21 -- and she was already tall.
A: Growth is controlled to a
hormone secreted by the pituitary gland. I suggest -that you,
talk this matter over with your
physician. He can suggest studies to determine whether dysfunction ofthis gland is the cause
of your continued growth.
knynal PR% I owed FAIII11.9.neleset h
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INFANTS AND
GIRLS WEAR

DRASTICALLY REDUCED

WEARABLES
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Values to $388
No Limit

CLOROX
BLEACH

Values to $268
No Limit
Quaker

Pepsi-Dr.Pepper

State

7 Up

10W30

4801.

Roses
Low Price

Lubricates fast to protect
vital engine parts
Limit 6
Reg. 76'

2 for $11N
Cleans glass and
non-glass surfaces . . .

97c

Step Seiref, 16, Wily, Dew 111411troont °mow
Itirmevfor

Shoe Sell I Stela

sin

so
$1
oo to 2
$123

......

$1
Limit 4

Fresh, crispy chips. . .

ea.

for

Your choice of 16 fluid ounce bottles of Step Saver that cleans and
qhinel 24-oz Net Wt cans or Rig Wally that lifts dirt from all
washable surfaces, 12-0a (Net Wt
out laundry soil and stain
remover or 17-oz Net Wt Dow bathroom (leaner with scrubbing
bubbles

59°

REG.
69Buy a an. ez. spay bottle et
Toxin Glass Plus and pt a 33.
n. oz. row !zoo. Doom giabi----4.-5-o& net yr bars of crispy,
----ilavorible Toms Potato Chips.
appliances, and cabinet&

4.25-oz. net wt.) bars of Yardley
Oatmeal eauty Soap. ires
natural. heaHhy
**ions that natural,
facial.

Visit Roses
Luncheonette Often

1, 2.:3 etS6-7-Ai

Commodore
MM-6
Calculator

.94

JERGENS e
REA..
39'

Reg. $1" Offer Good Mon.-Wed.
Fish Special every FRIDAY

.4utomatrc repeat
Addition & Subtraction. . .

YARDLEY®
OATMEAL
BEAUTY
SOAP

6.5-Ounces (Net Wt.)

PCOTATO CHIPS

Choice of 2 vegetables
Rolls 8 Butter
Coffee or Tea

Reg.

For a natural,
healthy facial . . .

TEXIZE ®
GLASS
PLUS
LOOSES
R
PRICE

am.

Values to
79'

32 fl. oz.
Gets Your Cluthes
Whiter & Brighter

WALLY
13g

PEPS

Motor Oil

/
2Gallon
11

BIG

Ifit

Luncheonette
Special
Fried Chicken

DIRECT-AID
HAND LOTION
Rtr;

ROSE,ti
!A)W
PRICE
Futures 6-digits, fixed 0-2 place
Optional D.C. only. soft battery ;
IsCluded. Measures. 11/4" x 23/8" 31/2".
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Austin, Jackson And
Burke Win Net Titles
Three Murray girls claimed
champions'hips Sunday afternoon in the Clarksville
Junior Invitational Tennis
Tournament,
Jill Austin won\he title in the
16 and under singles, Robyn
Burke took the crown in the 14
And under singles and Candy
:Jackson won the championship
;of the 12 and under singles.
Austin drew a first round bye
'pen in the quarterfinals, easily
won over Susie Stine of Nashville 6-0 and 6-1. In the
semifinals, Austin defeated Lee
Morel of Nashville 6-3 and 6-0.
Austin won the title by
downing Karen Cook of
Colurnbus, Ohio, in the finals.
Austin dropeiecInhe first set 4-6
but came back to win the match

by capturing the next two sets,
6-1 and 7-5.
In the 14 singles, Burke drew
a first round bye then defeated
444
Lillian Rorie of Hoplunsville in
the second round 6-4 and 6-3. In
the quarterfinals, Burke won 6-0
and 6-2 over Lynn McNally of
Nashville.
Burke pulled off her first
upset in the semifinals as she
won 6-4 and 7-6 over second seeded Susan Heldman of Nashville. Then in the finals, Burke
upset top-seeded Deb Wire of
Nashville 6-2 and 6-a.
Jackson, the top seed in the 12
and under singles, had little
'
trouble. She won the semifinal
match over Cindy Crooker of
Clarksville 6-3 and 6-1 and then
RECEIVES CUP - Mike Perpich (right) receives the championship cup from Murray Country Club
in the finals, ripped Martha
Arnold of Nashville 6-2 and 6-2. president Richard Knight. Perpich, a member of the Murray State golf team, fired o four-under par 140 to
.win the tourney.

Tigers And Yanks Win
Games In Park League

(111 It RAY LEDGER

American Legion Drops
Twinbill To Owensboro

The Murray American Legion
ended its regular season Sunday
at Reagan Field by dropping a
doubleheader to Owensboro.
In the first contest, Greg
Cruse allowed just one ,hit but
dropped a 2-0 decision. The
nightcap found Murray committing tour errors as Owensboro won a 5-2 contest.
Cruse had some control
problems and that hurt him
somewhat. He fanned 13 batters
but gave up six free passes.
Murray had just two hits in the
game, both of those coming in
the second inning with Cruse
and.Greg Dowdy picking up
one-out singles.
But Murray left the runners
stranded. Murray also left two
(Photo by M. C. Garrott) men on base in the fourth and
seventh innings.
Going into the top of the sixth,
Cruse had a no-hitter and it was

TIMES)

The season came to an end In - had two. Also hitting safely was
the Park League Saturday with Kevin Richerson.
a pair of games being played. Thurmond had a three-run
In the first contest, the league homer in the contest for the
champion Yanks romped the Astros while Lawson had a
Astros 25-5. Rodney Key was the three-run homer for the Yanks.
winning pitcher as he scattered The Yanks finish the season
eight hits and fanned eight with a 12-2 mark.
batters.
In the other contest, the
Key carried the big stick for Tigers mopped the Twins 26-7 as
the winners as he clubbed four Harry Weatherly hurled a
hits. Roger Dunn and Steve three-hitter for the winners.
Vincent each had three hits Cary Miller, Mark Boggess and
while Todd Lawson and Tracy Shay Guthrie each had a hit for
Burkeen had two hits apiece. the Twins.
Also hitting safely for the
Fo: the Tigers, Weatherly
Yanks were Mark Waldrop, Jeff had five hits while Robert
_Downey,-Rayslaa -Roberts:4ml -- Fkiirffft half:
Starts
fly ilitt_TCE tXW1Pt.. bleheader Sunday, got a bit of -Cliris
Speier hit a homer for
Doug Vick.
had three hits as did Kyle Smith
AP Sports Writer
Giants
while John Monteunexpected
the
help
Louis,
from
St.
Dennis Thormond had three wile Marty Hutson and Steve
• Now that Cincinnati seenis to which dumped the Phillies 9-8 fusco and Gary Lavelle tamed
hits for the. Astros while Mike B6rer each had two. Also bithave locked up the West Divi- and dropped them 51-2 games Houston, teaming for a sevenDaniel and Billy Collins each ting safely was Eric Blair.
sion, the question is who'll vol- out of first plAce.
unteer to try and stop PittsCubs 4-1,- Mets 2-4
In the rest of the National
burgh in the East'
Bill .Madlock hit a tworun
League, Los Angeles beat CinThank you, Danny Ozark.
cinnati 5-3, San Diego defeated Aloillef---te---beeek a4hfrd.eniiing
-Somebody has to and we'll Atlanta 3-1, San Francisco tie and added a solo shot in the
do out best,- Philadelphia's downed Houston 5-3 and, ii an- seventh to give the Cubs their
fiesty manager said as he look- other twinbill, Chicago split first-game victory.
ed -forward to tonight's opener with New York, Winning the - The idets.-rebnanded
of a three-game series in Pitts- opener 4-2 before the Mets took Wayne Garrett's two-run single
burgh against the front-running the 10-inning nightcap 4-1.
. that triggered a three-run 10th
Pirates.
Ted Simmons' manarnotp sev_ inning in the nightcap.
The Pirates, steamrollering
By BOB GREEN
way to a bogey on the 16th, Montreal _Id and _5-3 in a dou- enth-inning home ran carried'
the Cardinals pest PhilaAP Golf Write
rJack pull-hooked his drive into
delphia. It was his third hit of
ILE BIZARD, Que. ( AP) - a lake on the left of the 18th
the game and made a winner of
There was an air of deep, in- and eventually made bogey.
39-year-old Bob Gibson.
tense satisfaction, almost retri- That cut his lead to a 'single
The. one-time fireballing'
-bution,in Tom Weiskopf's atti- stroke.,
in Kentucky" League games
right-hander hadn't I\ on tude.
Weiskopf, a close friend who
game since June 27 and he won played'this past weekend, the
He'd just conquered Jack will play as Nicklaus' partner
By The Associated Press
this one in only his set and re- Reds and the Nats picked up
American League
Nicklaus in a sudden death in the National Team chamwins.
-,,
lief
role since 1965. •
East
playoff Sunday for Vie Cana- pionship later in the year, ramW L Pct. GB
Friday's league contest found
Pirates
4-5,
Expos
1-3
dian Open Golf Championship. med in an 18-foot birdie putt on Boston
60 40 600
Willie Stargell borrowed a the Reds bombing the Yanks 951 47 520 8
And Weiskopf's thoughts the 17th to tie and chipped up Baltimore
New York
50 50 500 10
light
bat from pitcher John 1. Dean Hodges was the winning
'drifted back to the spring of the close to make par on the 18th, Milwaukee
50 52 490 11
Candelaria
and slugged a three, pitcher, striking out 11 and
Detroit
45 55 450 15
year and "the greatest dis- setting up the playoff.
run homer in the eighth inning walking only two while giving
Cleveland
44 54
449 15
appointment of my life," at AuThey finished the regulation
West
of the nightcap to give Pitts- up just one hit.
gusta, Ga. and the Masters.
72 holes in a drizzling rain tied Oakland
64 37 .634
burgh its sweep over the Expos Hodges had a two-run homer
He lost that tournament by a at 274, six-under-par on the 6,- Kansas City 54 4.6 540 91/2
in the fifth for the Reds.
_
Chicago
48 51 .485 15
•
Dodgers 5, Reds 3
stroke to Nicklaus, a record 628 yard Royal Montreal Golf Texas
47 55 .461 171
Keith Houston Jeff Garrison
/
2
_
Doti
-Suit=
-wan
his
lath
46 57 447
fourth time he's been Second CTub course. Nicklaus, who had California
game of the year-but despite and Hodges ilituft safely forthe
43 58 .426 21
there.
shared the lead at the end of M,nnesota
Sunday's Results
the victory, the Dodgers found winners while Tom Gearheart
"I thought I got over it in a the first three rounds, had a
Boston 1, New York 0, 1st
themselves rigth where- they had the only hit for the Yanks.
Boston 6, New York 0, 2nd
couple of weeks," he said. "But closing 68, two under par. WeisIn a game-I:Flayed Saturday,
Detroit 8, Cleveland 7, 1st
started four games ago. niainly
I didn't. It really took it out of kopf shot 67.
Cleveland 7, Detroit 2, 2nd
the
Nats clubbed the Astros 1512'2
games
behind the Reds in
Baltimore 7, Milwaukee
me. I haven't played much
1st
On the first playoff hole,
7. Bobby Johnson had a threethe
West.
Baltimore
11,
Milwaukee
6,
since then and I haven't played Weiskopf lofted his seven iron 2nd, 10 innings
Lee Lacy's two-run single run homer in the third inning for
very well. The disappointment approach shot over water to
Kansas City 2, Texas 1
capped
a four-run fourth inning the Nats.
California
6,
Minnesota
1
is the reason.
within two feet of the cup.
Utley paced the Astros with
Oakland 10, Chicago 1, 1st
for
the
Dodgers.
"It's a great thrill, it means Nicklaus responded with a sevOakland 7, Chicago 1, 2nd
three -hits while Resig and
Padres 3, Braves 1
a lot to win a national cham- en iron to about 6-8 feet. Both
Monday's Games
Dave Winfield's two runs bat- Wilson each had one hit. For the
Cleveland (Harrison 4-2) at
pionship."
had distinct birdie possibilities. Baltimore
(Grimsley 6-11), (n)
ted
in backed Randy Jones' six- Nats, • Galloway had three
Weiskopf, who scored a draBut Jack missed.
Detroit (Run)c 87) at New
hitter
that enabled the Padres safeties to pace the attack.
York
(Gora
3-3),
(n)
matic birdie on the first extra
Nicklaus earned 822,800 for
Also-hitting safely for the
Milwaukee (Broberg 9-10) at to sweep a four-game serie§
hole, benefitted from two Nick- second, which boosted his mon- Boston (Wise 13-61, (n)
who woh aii "Nits iiettt Story, Lee, Humfrom
the
Braves,
laus' lapses and a little putting ey-winnings for the year to
Kansas City (Pattin 8-6) at
hut one of their_garnes against phreys and Johnson, all of
lesson Jack gave him early in $203,599, well in front of Johnny Minnesota (Corbin 5-7). (n)
Chicago (Wood 10-13) at Cali- San Diego a year ago.
whom had two hits. Gough also
the week.
Miller, now second at 8183,170. fornia (Tanana 9-5), (n)
'lad
a hit for the Nats.
Giants
3,
Astios
1
Texas (Hands 5-6) at Oakland
Nicklaus, playing well in
Gay Brewer, a gray-haired,
5-2), (n)
front of Weiskopf, appeared to 43-year-old veteran who scored (Abbott-Tuesday's
Games
have his first Canadian national his last victory in this tournaCleveland at Baltimore, (n)
Milwaukee at Boston, (n)
championship in his pocket ment three years ago, missed
Detroit at New York, (n)
when he stood on the 18th tee. the playoff by a single stroke
Kansas City at Minnesota,
But, not knowning that Weis- with a closing 69 and a 275 to- (n)
Chicago at California, (n)
kopf was in trouble and on his tal.
Texas at Oakland, (n)
National League
LEXINGTON,Ky. l'
The other tackles for... the
East
WOULDN'T YOU REALLY RATHER HAVE
W L Pct. GB haven't seen an Easi-‘t-f•
1',st are Steve Porter, a 6-footA BIG VILLA APARTMENT AT
Pittsburgh
62 38 :620
game for. several years: het I
240' pounder. from Murray;
Philphia
57 44 .564 Ph
believe this must he the
'erry Roberts, a 6-foot-4, 230New York
51 46 .526 9/
1
2
St. Louis
-50 49 .505 11/
1
2 bunch of kids I've ever seen en ;0ounder from Daviess,County,
Chicago
46 56 .451 17 - an All-Star team."
4riii Leon Shadownen, who is 6•1
Montreal
40 56 .417 20
FOR THE PRICE OF A ROOM
L
4,
d-',.
a
Middlesbord High Sr1),,, i
-4 5 and weighs 220 pounds.
West
Cincinnati
66 36 6,47
Coach Tom Stapleton was talk
Me running backs are big
Los
Angeles 54 49 524 12/
1
2 ing in an
Enjoy your own private villa at the World's
interview about In,
-- about the sarne. size, in
S.Francisco
51 50 505 14'',
Most Fatrklus Beach. 70 minutes from
San Diego
48 54 471 18 lineup for Saturday's annual - act, as the linemen were 10
Disney World. We have bus tours 3
Atlanta
43 58 .426 22'2 East-West all-star foothitll
famous resturants, The Tropics, Hong
ears-ago.
Houston
36 #8 .346 31
Kong, Swedish House
game.
Fullback Robin Chaney of
Sunday's
Results
Nam.
Chicago 4, New York 2, 1st
Stapleton, who will call the
\.Each villa completely equipped for
Coulity is 6-foot-2 and
New York 4, Chicago 1, 2nd,
\
housekeeping, air conditioned,
shots for the East squad, said wighs, 210 pounds. Bobby
10 innings
with spacious lawns, room
Pittsburgh
Montreal 1, 1st the West's team also has sore, lawkins of Mt Sterling is the
telephones, TV, shopping center
Pittsburgh 5, Montreal 3, 2nd "great big linemen."
-time height, weighs 190 pounds
San Diego 3, Atlanta 1
OCEAN BATHING
Of the five tackles for nit- ,t:tt is a fast runner. He ran the
14os Angeles 5, Cincinnati 3
•'2 swimming pools, recreation hall.
St. Louis 9, Philadelphia 6
East, the shortest and lighest
playground Golf, tennis privileges
'/0-yard dash in 9.6 seconds
San Francisco 3, Houston 1
An easy drive to all Florida attrac6
-font 2 Terry Moore of Da t.,•
•
spring.
Monday's
Games
tions. Pets welcome. Fishing, JaiMontreal (Blair 6 11) at Chi who weighs 205 pounds: ltill A
''oynter has big backs too, in0
Auto/Dog
Alai,
Racing.
cago IBonham 961
0
hers is 6-foot 4 and and weii
NkC)
piing fullback I,ester Boyd of
Los Angeles (Hooton 7-9) at
f Large'uTts available
` 4,
$110
°
215.
.inklin-Simpson, who stands
Atlanta (Niekro 107), (n)
ION
AT
VMS
/
AC
Philadelphia ('Christenson 5
SUMMER V
The other East Gold,
Poor \ stCP
and, weighs 220 pounds.
•
2) at Pittsburgitr- (-Kison ' 95), David
Plan
Neal. 250 pounds
VOUS
\inch.* Joe Riley of
ks
(n)
ENJOY
San Francisco (Halicki 4 7) 1.exingtorii • Lafayette',
trsaro and Jacques Wjlat Cincinnati (Nolan 96), (n)
Lucas, a 240-pounder • ft i•
-, is of Owensboro Catholic..
New York (Mat)ack 11 8) at
Somerset mid-lathes
,,•koff fOrTrie 5rirual game
St Louis (Forsch 9 7), (n)
San Diego (Fre)slebeh 4.10) who tips the scales a!
ij!ton'c
I
1 30
FREE PARKING ,IV
at Houston (Dierker '9 101. In)
pounds. He's from Lynch_
nionwealtt:
Tuesday's
Games
- -'SW. and ,nformat,on write
Gerald Poynter
Montreal at Chicago,
(LLINOR VILLAGE RESORT
Dept
Cilia for the
New York at Sr. Louis, 14 It and John Hine of Muria ,
.•111
once Of a fOOrn
1 ORMOND BEACH, FLA. 32014
la,i
Los Angeles at Atlanta, (n)' coaches' for the West sun&
• East ‘tII 11Lb
•
Nara.
-$11
Prilladiblphia• - et - Pittsburgh, The shortest • tackle tor ii••
and-JhoToR a -13.10 advanWM: •Virriloil. - - -'464"'"
--•--• A
West is Torly-TirigIV- or
in basketball. The !Nest
San Francisco at .Cincinnati,
g
II la of.305 writs,
• .
iri
port, who is -6 reel tallt,t
tar et4go-..14-9-1. lie 'font
I
San Diego at Houston, in
weighs 223 pounds.

PORTS

Reds And -fiats sir
Win
Kentucky Contests

Standings

4,

Huge Players Highlight
East-West Grid Contest

DAYTONA BEAM

Mike
the Mui
golf teai
about th,
Murray
yesterda
Paducat
behind h
spine-tin
champio
Murray
nament.
The 5'
who had
titles thil
Murray
three-un
for a fou
tournan
pionship
Perpic
physical
day foil
Golliher
under-pa
eight pa
Goiliher,
of the Ui
team, w
two-unde
one stro
making
back.
Then tl
Perpich
dogleg jt
In. GOI
foursorra
sinking i
putt for
At the
came Ix
beyond
with a li
left it fiv
and thre
Momer
an 8-iron

Game
Worny

An,

ab

is

4

Suiter4b
Chavis-c
Hudspeth-rf
Bayless-cf
Cruse-p
Dowdy-If
Sims-2b
McCuistaa-pia
Duke-as
Winchester-ph

3
3
1
2
3
2
0
2

Owensboro took a scoreless
tie with a run in the third. A
1
2
walk to the pitcher followed by Miller-lb
Futrell-ph
o
two outs and then a costly error
23
Totals
000 001 1 -1-0
Owensboro
allowed the first run to score.
000
000
0 0-2-1
Murray
In the top of the sixth,
Socog4
Gomm
Owensboro scored three more
times. Three walks and two
ab r is
singles accounte<or the tallies. MeCuiston-ss
Musgrow-2b
0
Murray's only runs came in Hudspeth-rf
3
1
the sixth. Dwaine Musgrow led Dowdy-If
3
Bayless-cl
2
off 'with a walk and Lindsey Suiter-ct
1
3
Hudspeth f011OWe'd with a Th
Schr
3
urOnn
a
tbder
sa
single. After two were out, Miller-lb
1
Musgrow scored on a wild pitch Futrell-lb
2
McGregor-c
2
and Thurmond followed with a Walton-2b
3
Totals
hard single to left scoring the
25
4
001 003 1 5-6-2
Owensboro
other tally.
Murray
000 OM 0 2.4-4
Money

AUTO RACING . .
TRANLTIIRITANTPS, Belgium
- A Dutch driver and a race
marstiall were killed during a
24-hour auto endurance race
won by a BMW three4iter
coupe.

• •

Pirates And Phils To Begin
Key Series, Bob Gibson Wins

Weiskopf Gets Some
Revenge As He Wins
Canadian Tourney

Thurmond struck out 11
batters and walked five.
Murray closes the regular
season with a 12-15 record. They
will be playing the Great Lakes
Regional Tournament which
will begin here on August 20.

a scoreless tie. An error by the
shortstop put a man on and then
Owensboro got its first and only
hit of the game. With two out, a
passed ball let in the run.
In the top of the seventh, three
walks and a passed ball allowed
Owensboro to add-another run.
Murray doubled its offensive
production in the second game,
picking up four hits. But four
error; proved to be costly as
Tony Thurmond took the loss on
the mound for Murray.

FreeService
and
Demonstration Day
Tuesday, July 29th, 1975
.You -bring 'ocia,an--atIO- well fix ---em
. up FREE! Bring in your Coleman
Outing Products and a Coleman
factory expert will inspect and
service your Coleman camping gear
-tor free. Hepair parts not included
While you re here see the demonstration of the complete line of

-Coleman Snowlite"- Jugs. and
Coolers, famous Camp Stoves,
Lanterns, Catalytic Heaters, Tents
andSleeping Bags.
Let us Prove why Coleman
Greatest Name in the
Outdoors

Eni

is "The

Great

TWIN MANTLE

LANTERN

R18.9,
388

1
'
)
MODEt 425E499

safe, long
easy,
working- spreads 100
foot circle of light.

MOD L
220J-195

.TWO-BURNER
Coleman° STOVE

MODEL 5114-708

PROPANE BOTTLE
Coleman.,

13"

REG. 19.97

LANTERN

Double mantle, for
use with Coleman disposable propane bottles.

Portable model- light
and easy to handle.

18"

MODEL
5400-708

UNEA
unemot
the firs
do any

,ictO

was to

who fini

,

irtrZ

I,
burner
Two
folding
has
Ewind baffle's
operates on
7 throw away
bottles or bulk
tank.

PROPANE

CAMP SIM/
REG. 1
25.97

SNOW-LITE

COOLER

88

9

REG.
25.97

MODEL
5254
Low boy model
5254 has 44-qt.
capacity,
recessed handles,
built-in bottle
opener.

All
Tie
Dr

_....tvagemos•

Go
Dr :
Sp
Lei
Dr

4,

'
c'
ss

E1.110111MiGE
z.
0 . .i.
,-

a owcri

MODEL 8137

SLEEPING
BAG

1

ECM

5280

GALLON SIZE

MODEL

JUG 55018

188

97

ORE
(
'15-9

If ()ugh but side _protection Top quality jug„.easylo
viith ditrah-q! cbyers, slur- fill and carry: Good
I ookfly bin soft, comfy lining. i n

Bel-Air Shopping Cenier
Opportunity Employer
lieres'Of Free Parking
111 Rights Rffirerved'

9-9 Mon.-Sat.
San.
75:1-8'777

.1 6

POLY-LITE

COOLER

9REG.
88

13.97

30-quart
tdi.igh,jigit
weight, quality, style
and performance.

baommant
IMMO

-4.-----------

t
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Perpich Wins Murray Invitational
Hole-In-One Not EnQugh For
Young Golliher To Catch Perpich
By M. C. Garrott
Mike Perpich, a member of
the Murray State University
golf team from Louisville, was

and the ball lodged in the cup on
the fly for the first hole-in-one of

a total for the day of 67, the
lowest 18-hole score shot in the

the young Paducahan's career
and an eagle on the hole. It
about the calmest persorPon the enabled him to pull even with
Murray Country Club course Perpich, picking up three
yesterday as Steve Golliher, strokes
'on the hole.

tournament. His 36-hole score

Kevin D'Angelo, Murray, 157;
George Stevens, Princeton and
Jerry Mullen, Paducah, with

was 142, two under par, two

158.

strokes behind Perpich.

second flight, Pal
Benton, was the
winner with 158, two strokes
ahead of Lt. Col. Johnnie

Paducah, came streaking in
behind him on the final nine in a

By then, however, Perpich,
had driven to within 35 yards of

spine-tingling challenge for the the 325-yard 12th hole and after
championship of the 16th annual sticking a wedge shot six feet
Murray Invitational Tour- from the pin, rammed it home
nament.
with a wide breaking birdie putt
The 5' 8", 135-pound Perpich, to move one stroke in front
who had won or shared in three again.
titles this summer going into the
On 12 also in two, Golliher
Murray tournament, posted a watched his birdie putt slide by
three-under-par 69 yesterday the hole giving him a par. Both
for a four-under-par 140 for the parred 13 and Perpich parred
tournament and, the cham- the 500-yard 14th only to have
pionship.
Gather run In a 4-foOt bindle
Perpich, a senior majoring in putt on the same hole in his
physical education, started the wake to even things up for a
day four strokes in front of second time.
Golliher at 71, and Posted a oneGolliher's challenge suffered
under-par 35 going out with a setback moments later,
eight pars and a birdie, while however, as he hit a 5-iron
Golliher, a sophomore member second shot over the green on
of the University of Miami golf the 435-yard 4-par hole. He then
team, was putting together a chipped to within 18 feet but
two-under-par 34, picking up missed the putt for a bogey five.
one stroke on the leader and Perpich had parred the hole and
making the turn three strokes moved one stroke in front again.
back.
Both birdied the 560-yard,

its

at

(in

utt

•,SPORTS

long
S 100
ght.

LE

7
UNEMOTIONAL — Steve Golliher (left) of Paducah was very
unemotional as he pulled the ball from-the 11th hole after making
the first hole-in-one of his career as his caddie watches. "I didn't
do any celebrating or jump or anything when I saw the ball go in. I
was too worried about trying to win the tournament," said Golliher,
who finished second in the championship flight.
(Staff Mats by Nam lhosaisa)

)DEL
54

ER

Final Summer
Clearance
All Jeans Airs to Alf,00
Ties Keg 56 00
Dress Shirts Short eilem
Leisure Shirts
Golf & Tennis Shirts
Dress Suits
Sport Coats
Leisure Suits
Dress Pants

NOV1 54"

_light

5200

NOA%
'.ton As
lovt
Ai. I ovi

$30o.
Ir

51

00

$4

!
)
.
As in% a. $399
560.00 Values

52500

30.i ON
As.1

559

Shoes 25% (),,
0
Most AU Items Cut 50,

Belts25% ot.

13.97

replied, "It would have two or
three

weeks ago, but Coach
Hewitt has straightened roe out
on looking back over my

the

Howard,

Prichard, Murray, with 160.
Three golfers-Bill Crawford,
Coburn,
Pete
Nashville,
Paducah, and Larry Robinson,

other • Murray, tied at 161; and Ralph
McCuiston and Jimmy Boone
Swisher,
'just play the course,' and that's had
164's.
Bob
what I tried to do-a hole at a Paducah, was next with 165, and
shoulder

to

see

how

players are doing. He told me

four were tied at 166-Charles
Coleman, Princeton, Dan Blair,
Sunday and his first hole-in-one, Princeton, Bob Hines, Calvert
time."

Reflecting

Golliher

upon

his

play

remarked thatjle

"would have rather have won
the tournament than getting the
hole-in-one." "It

meant

that

much to me," he said.
Wally Young, a former
Murray State golfer and holder
of both the medal and match
play titles at the Murray club,
finished third with 143, posting a
two-under-par 70 Sunday to go
with his 73 on Saturday.
In fourth place was

Tom
Austin, Paducah, with an even
par 144, shooting even par
rounds of 72 both days. The
defending champion, Johnny

City, and
Murray.

James Lassiter,

In the third flight, Lawrence
Philpot was the winner with 152,
two strokes in front of Bill
Farris, Benton. Leon Lauck,
Paducah, was next with 155, and
Gordon, Benton, was

Gene

165. Ted Kinsey,
and Joe Rexroat,
Murray, tied with 167's, and
Carl Ham, Benton, and Tom

fourth

with

Benton

FLIGHT WINNERS - The flight winners in the Murray Invitational display their merchandise. From left to right are Mike Perpich, championship flight winner; Todd Johnson, first flight winner; Pal Howard, second flight winner; Lames*. Philpot, third flight winner and Roger
Lutz, fifth flight winner. Ronnie Donner, who won the fourth flight was not present for the photo.
(thin Paste by Mike Branitaii)

McNeeley, Murray, were next

•

In the fourth flight, Ronnie
Danner, Murray, was the
winner

162, one

with

alread-t- of
Paducah.

stroke

'X,'-Sloan,

Danny

Paducah, was next with 169;
Kevin Shahan and Don Grogan,
both of Murray, with 174; and
Gayle McGregor, Benton, and
Terry Duncan, Paducah, with
175's.
In the fifth flight, the winner
was Roger Lutz, Calvert City,
with

175, followed

by

David

Stiles with 179; Ted Lawson,
Murray, with 186, and Monty
Newcombe and Bob Ely with
187's.

Todd Johnson, Clinton, was
the winner of the first flight with

A bill field of 196 golfers
participated in the tournament

152, one Stroke
fidtirkor-Al
Giordano, Princeton, and two
strokes ahead of Charles Phelps
with 154. The other first flight
winners were: Tim Miller,
Murray, 156; Ray Mirth and
Bill Sturgis, Paducah, and

in

styIe
()pen MN, -Thurs10.6

F fl 9•
Saar Starts 17aursday Mboving

C?,

The Store For Men

Cliantaionnip Night
Mike Perpich
Steve Golliher
Wally Young
Torn Austin
Johnny Campbell
Scott Nall, Jr
Vernon Ma rcoullier
Buddy Hewitt
Hoot Gibson
Dave Barclay
Waldo Golliher
Russ Cochran
Jeff Wolfe
James B. Pryor
Bill Hale
Kim Albritten
Jimmy Brown
Jesse McNeil
Ike Arnold
Box Peel
David Buckingham
Chip Sloan
Gary Sullivan
Norman Hood
Richard Chapman
Bobby Fike
Mike Hogan
Bobby Cronin
Cam lave
Lynn Sullivan
Sad Thomas
Red Salyers
Torn Muehlman
Lee Stewart
Bob Brown
Howard Boone
Larry Wheeler
First MO
Todd Johnson
Al Giordano
Charles Phelps
Ilm Miller
Ray Worth
Bill Sturgis
Kevin D'Angelo
Jerry Mullen
George Stevens
Jack Pedley
John Walker
Mike Firm
Robert Franklin
Nkty Ryan
Don Cothran
Tommy Thomas
Jimmy Boone
Chad Stewart
Ronnie Ladd
Al landsey
Don Frizzell
Bob Burke
E I, Cooper
Jeff Brown
Benny Brown
Dick Stacy
Ronnie Scott
Billy Mitchell,Sr
Tim (lioate
Don HarraLion
Bob Hogan
Woad 111.9
Pal Howard
Johnnie Prichard
Larry Robinson
Pete l'obu rn
Bill Crawford
Greg Howard
Ralph McCuiston
Bob Swisher
Allen Cox
Charles Coleman
James Lassiter
Don Blair
Bob Nines
Jerry Hopkins
Al Jones
Garrott
Jack Weitlauf
Bud Quehl
Gene Fisher
Graves Morris
Richard trout
John I oven
Danny Ham
Herb Hurley
Jere Stri piing
W W Fowler
Joey Morns
Don Robinson

71-69--140
7547-142
73-70--143
72-72-144
74-71-145
74-72-146
77-70-147
73-74-147
78-72-150
78-73-151
76-76-152
80-72-152
76-76-152
75-77-152
13-77-152
77-76-153
75-78--153
77-77-134
78-77-155
76-80--156
79-78-157
78-79--157
80-78-158
7642-158
15-75-160
13-79-161
83-78-161
8041-161
8142-163
78-85-163
81-82-163
87-77-164
114-80-164
83-10-163
114-12-186
11146-169
S1-87--l63

By HOWARD

smrrH

and losing, 7-2.
AP Sports Writer
Lee, 13-6, outdueled Catfish
Break up the Red Sox"'
Hunter, 13-10, in the first game.
The boys from Boston are Lynn reached first on an error
running away with the Amen- by shortstop Jim Mason in the
can League East and they don't ninth inning, stole second and
expect to be caught from be- scored on Rick Miller's single
hind,

for the game's only run.
Boston had an easier time of
it in the nightcap as Jlin Rice

"I don't think we can blow
it," said Manager Darrell Johnson. "These boys just love to

the'
- perTecf weather7
- -W* --PlaY
senda
play (he
Reirroat, for_the second straight hell out of it.
"Lose? No chance," said
year, served as the tournament
outfielder Fred Lynn.
chairman, and trophies and gift rookie
certificates were awarded to "Well...there's always a possibility but the chances are realthe winners by the club
ly slim."
president, Richard Knight.
"If we stay healthy, no one is
going to catch us," added pitcher Bill Lee. "We have the best
ballclub."

74-71-152
81-72-153
.78-71-154
158
0-76--1
11-76-157
.78-79-157
80-77-157
13-75--158
80-78-158
10-79-159
76-81 ---159
79-62-161
13-71-161
86-76-162
8241-163
84-110
834*-164
63
88-79-164
81-83-164
7747-164
56-70-165
8541-166
8543-168
104111- 168
UM-lea
0641-176
11145-171
8741-177
9341-179
9140-180
9441-185
7840--158
11040---160
7744-161
77-$4---161
7942- 161
01-77-163
INN -161
85-80-165
6441 165
15-81 166
$442 166
80-66 166
8145 166
84-83. 117
80-87-167
•8444--168
11347-170
8347-1711
8644-170
111-1113--l70
1644--170

14-1s--re
13-811-171
8645-171
11.15-Ill
.9016-171
. 8045-174
14-90-174

78-96--174
Jim Rieke
9342-175
Jiggs Lassiter
............ 90-87-177
Jim Frar,klua
94-87-181
Larry Ham
9142-163
John Kohlerneyer
42-91-183
Jim Thomas
96-88-184
Jack Keller
93-95-188
Troy Wilhelm
73-108-199
Wesley Noss
IlirriMght
76-76-452
Lawrence Philpot
79-75--151
Bill Earns
71-77-155
Leon Lauck
1342-165
Gene Gordon
18-81-167
Joe Rev-oat
88-79-117
Ted Kinsey
88-10-118
Carl Ham
8345-161
Tom McNeeley
83-88-191
Larry Nace
5144-170
Rick Jones
8743-170
Jerry Grogan
59-92-171
George Briscoe
8615-171
Jack Moll
89-4*-171
Jerry Austin
6466
-172
Chester Thomas
86-86 - 172
Walker Taylor
4743-172
W. A Franklin
64-88-172
Bib Thurman
6644-172
Walter Jones
05-18--Ill
Jerry Jones
66-88--174
Joe Emerson
8943-174
Darold Keller
8716-Ill
Billy Joe Farless
96-89-175
Richard Knight
88-86--176
Dick Throgmorton
9145-171
Bob Billington
87-90-177
Randy Dorrah
87-90-177
George Oakley
89-89-178
John Blue
93-65-178
Sam Livingston
89-89-178
Gary Rohechmiar
1147-176
Jack Piers
94-86-110
Bill Mama
86-93-112
Johmiy McCage
91-92-113
Bennie Mashburn
92-93-185
C R. Woodall. Jr
9649-185
Sam Rogers
88-97-185
Ted Billington
97118- 1115
Bill Cronin
91-96-187
Donnie Scott
96-95 -191
Joey Deughtery ,
kiwi% Elgin
bonnie Danner
Bruce Kersey
Danny Sloan
Kevin Shahan
Don Grogan
Gayle McGregor
Terry Duncan
Ray Heaton
Bruce Hobbs
Stuart Poston
Jerry Upton
Keith Hinton
Woodrow Holland ...
Buck Hurley
Rob Miller
Bob Hulse
Rick I,eeper
Bill Seale .
.....
Johnny Wilhams.....
Gene McCutcheon
Beck Wilson
Dick Orr
Vernon Cohoon
Bert Coleman
Rob Hibbard
Macon Hutchen
Mike Grebe
Jim Soloman
Garr. Baker
George Kukahiko

i.

ea ox weep iwinøi
rom Catfish And Yanks

with 168.

Invitational Scores

tEG.
8.97

OP

charge had made him nervous
on the closing holes, Perpich

rut.F.it

1+1
8

node I

In

if Golliher's

Then things began to happen, dogleg 16th. Perpich hit a driver
Perpich birdied the 298-yard, and a 3-wood to the right side of
dogleg 10th with an 1,8,
-inch tap- the_ green aridktmd to witn_
klaniptiall-of FuRotr-watr,Fifth
In. GoI1ihr, pia yirtg one
liTthes Tor a -tap-in,- while
with 145.
foursome back, did the same, Golliher stuck art 8-iron shot
Campbell started the day
sinking a fast-breaking 15-foot four feet from the pin from 100
three strokes behind Perpich
putt for his.
yards out and ran it home for
and picked up one stroke on the
At the 11th, Perpich's tee shot his birdie.
front nine, but slipped to a 37 on
came to rest some 25 feet
The Murray State golfer then
the closing holes in the first
beyond the pin, leaving him parred the 17th and the 18th,
tournament in which he has
with a long downhill putt. He while, Golliher caught a tree
played this summer.
left it five feet short of the cup limb on his drive on the 18th and
Scott Nall, Jr., Mayfield, was
and three-putted for a bogey. wound up with a bogey, this
sixth with 146 and an even par 72
Moments later, Golliher hit gave him a 33 on the back side to
an 8-iron dead to the Ilth pin go with his 34 front-nine card for Sunday while former champion
Vernon Marcoullier, Tifton,
Ga., and Murrai, State golf
coach Buddy Hewitt had 147's.

-LE

44-qt.
r endles.
bottle

When asked

A's 10-7, White Sox 1-1
Vida

Blue, 14-8, and Stan
Battosen, 7-8, pitched eight-hitters and Reggie Jackson and
Joe

Ruth

homered

in

each

game as Oakland upped
lead in the AL West to
games.

its

until Tony Olvia homered in the
ninth.

Royals 2, Rangers 1
Steve

Busby,

13-8,

bested

Gaylord Perry, 9-15, as Kansas
City won its fifth straight
game, four of them under new
manager Whitey Herzog.

Orioles 7-11, Brewers 4-6
Tigers 8-2, Indians 7-8
Baltimore rallied for six runs
Detroit rallied from a 7-2
rapped four hits and drove in in the ninth to tie the second deficit to take the opener on
-game.and five more in the loth Aurelio Rodriguez' tie-breaking
two-runs;andcarl Yaan`einski
hit his 12th home run of the to win it. Doug DeCinces' two- triple in the eighth inning.
Cleveland came back in the
run triple and Al Bumbry's
year.
two-run homer keyed the rally nightcap behind Fritz Peterson,
In the ninth while Tommie 5-7, who won tor the first time
Davis hit a grand slam homer in two months.
in the 10th.
Angels 7, Twins 6
Don Funneman,a former star
Dick Lange, 4-3, posted his
basketball player at Murray
first complete game victory of
State, has been named as head
the season and had a shutout
basketball coach at Lyon
County High School.
Funneman graduated from
LOUISVILLE, Ky. )AP) Murray State in 1969 and played
Ben McKown, the 18-year-old
on two Ohio Valley Conference
Lakeland, Fla., youth expected
Champion teams. A native of to win his second
straight NaTuetopolis, Ill., Funneman has tional Junior Clay
Courts Tenbeen coaching at Neoga, Ill., for
nis title this weekend, was surthe past few years.
prised Saturday by the tourCal Luther, who coached
ney's second-seeded player.
Funneman at Murray State,
Jai DiLouie of Dallas, Tex.,

Funneman Named

Lyon County Coach

McKown Upset

The reason for all the optimism was a 1-0, 6-0 sweep of the
New York Yankees Sunday, a
twin-killing that lifted the Red
Sox games ahead of secondplace Baltimore in the East Division. Lee and Roger Moret
pitched six-hitters as Boston
won for the 17th time in the
last 20 games.

said he was extrememly happy
that Funneman got the job at
Lyon County.

Elsewhere in the American
League, Oakland swept a doubleheader from Chicago 10-1,
71, Baltimore took two games
from Milwaukee 7-4 and 11-6 in
10 innings, California coasted

"He's really been wanting to
get back in this area and I'm
glad he was able to get the job.

by Minnesota 6-1, Kansas City
Texas 2-1 and Detroit
split with Cleveland, winning 8-7

He should be able to make a
major contribution to the
program," Luther said.

shaded

Ethan Allen

The sooner
you call,
the sooner
you save
... on car

defeated McKown 6-2, 6-4.
McKown played steadily, but
DiLouie mixed his shots and
kept the defending champ off

insurance.
Ronnie Ross

balance.
"I wasn't tight or nervous or
anything," the young Texan
said. "Maybe I can do it again
next year."

summer

75

2101. Main
Phan 753-0489

"Saw 10to 2000

Choose from a wide selection of our most popular
living rooms• dining rooms• bedrooms• family rooms

.81-81-112
8142-182
6643-IN
9113-174
8945-174
91-84-175
86-19--Ill
0/16-175
N41-171
9141-177
8047-177
9147-171
93-1111--171
6640-171
to-sa-ris
9545-110
93-10-183
94-91-115
89-97-186
93-93 156
95-92 187
9296 189
99-92-- 191
101-91- 192
99-97 196
iron-96 180
106100- 200
104-97 201
101-101- 202
99-104- 203

Mk Hight
Roger Lull
David Stiles
Ted Lawson
Bob Ely
Monty Newcombe
Ray Hammond,
Billy Crouse
Joey Ripley ....
Bill Jeffrey
Bill Brandon
Junior Garrison
Donnie Mitchell
Bill Morse
flarles Elder

87-88 175
93-86 179
9749-- 186
93-94--187
8613-187
ts-ss-List
10044-194
99-95 19.
100-96- 196
10047- (97
I 92-99-701
st 141 201
141, 209

-5.30p to
Wyss
Stove
UV3

14ton.-rit

co.
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i
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Agency Recommends Consolidation
Of Seven Northeastern Railroads

1 Deaths and Funerals I
Grandfather Local
Man Dies, Benton

WASHINGTON ( AP) — A
_federal planning agency recommended today that the government consolidate seven financially ailing northeastern railroads into one 15,000-mile system in the biggest corporate
reorganization in American history.
For the traveling public, the
plan also called for the creation
of an all-passenger railroad line
between New York City and
Washington and for improved

The funeral for Paul B.
(Pink) Beard, grandfather of
Ronnie Chilton of Kirksey, is
Mrs. Grover (Rebecca) being held today at two p. m. at
Graham,age 86, died Sunday at the chapel of the Collier Funeral
five p. m. at the Murray- Home, Benton, with Rev. John
Calloway County Hospital. She Hardie, Rev. Joe E. Piercey,
was a resident of Symsonia and and Rev. Sherman Holt ofwas preceded in death by her ficiating.
husband in 1953.
Burial will be in the Marshall
The deceased was a retired County Memory Gardens.
elementary school teacher and
Mr. Beard, age 83, of Benton
was a member of the Linton Route Seven, died Saturday at
United Methodist Church. Born five a. m. at the Benton
March 25, 1889, in Stewart Municipal Hospital. He was a
County, Tenn., she was the member of the Palma United
daughter of the late Mr. and Methodist Church.
Mrs. Joe W. Tishel who
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
operated the ferry at Pine Bluff, Elta Beard, and one daughter,
Mrs. Graham is survived by Mrs. Dorothy Chilton, Benton
three daughters, Mrs. James Route Seven; one sister, Mrs.
( Billye) Hutchison of Calvert Lou Nickhem of Riverside,
City, Mrs. Joe (Gretchen) Mich.; one brother, Jes Beard,
Heard of Evansville, Ind., and Benton Route Six; two grandMrs. Dempsey (Mary( Futrell children, Kay Chilton, Benton
of Symsonia; three sons, G. C. Route Seven, and Ronnie
Graham, Jr., of Symsonia, Joe _Chilton,, Kirksey; two great
W. Graham of Cadiz,and James grandchildren.
Graham of Knoxville, Tenn.;
one sister, Mrs. Anna Mary
Brandon of Nashville, Tenn.;
STOCK MARKET
eleven
grandchildren;
Prices
of stock of local interest at noon,
seventeen great grandchildren. EDT, today,
furnished to the Ledger &
Funeral services will be held Times by First of Michigan, Corp., of
follows,
are
as
Murray,
Tuesday at one p. m. at the
644 -Vs
chapel of the J. H. Churchill U.S. Homes
& Broad
1144 -Vs
Funeral Home with burial to Kaufman
Ponderosa Systenis'
11 'Ai
-%
follow in the Hendon Cemetery Kimberly Clark
Union Carbide
58 Alt
in Stewart County, Tenn.
W R. Grace
27% Ai
25% -84
Pallbearers will be Bill, Joe Texaco
Flee
47% unc
H., and Donny Graham, Ken- General
GAF Corp
11 -%
41% -%
neth and Tommy Hutchison, Georg rkcitic
Pfizer
.77% -%
and Dempsey Futrell.
Jim Walters
41% -%
v 14% utic
Friends may call at the 1Cirsch
Disnsx.
46%
--T--flunaral home-afterttwp.
today ( Monday ).

Funeral Is Tuesday

What To
Do About
Pasture

Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by
1 M.Simon Co. are as follows
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
A. T.& T,
Boise Caseiiiii
.
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich„
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Oats
Singer
Tappan

20L4 uric
6. -%
22 A.
..46% uric
22% -44
MN
49% -%
lb% -%
17% -/
1
4
21% -94
--411
17% -%
14% -/
3
4
lane
14% -%
16~ -/
3
4

Final rites for Miss Effie
Watson were held Saturday at,
two p. m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. John Dale and Bro. Lexie
Ray officiating. Burial was in
western Union
the Goshen Cemetery.
Zenith
Pallbearers were Albert Lee
Stone,_ Gene Stone Gene Ed
Watson, Tommy Carraway,
Webb Caldwell, and Wilson
Hughes.
Miss Watson, age 83, died
Friday morning at the Convalescent Division of the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
James Alex Clayton, son of
Dr. and Mrs. James Dave
Clayton, 1304 Olive Boulevard,
Murray, has been awarded a
music scholarship at David
Lipscomb College, Nashville,
George W. Bohannon of
Tenn., to begin this fall.
Kiiitsey Route One died Friday
A graduate of Murray High
at one p. m. at the Benton
School, Murray, he will receive
Municipal Hospital. He was 85
the
scholarship
until
years of age.
graduation, or as long as his
The deceased was a retired
records meet the requirements
farmer and a member of the
for renewal. He plans to follow a
Brewers United Methodist
major program in music. The
Church.
scholarship award is based on
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
his outstanding performance in
Mildred Bohannon,and one son,
high school.
Claude Bohannon, Kirksey
Route One; one daughter, Mrs.
Flora Teckenbrock, Benton
Route One; fourteen grandchildren; seventeen great
grandchildren.
Funeral services were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Linn Puneral
Home, Benton, with Rev. Ralph
Gunter and Rev. Don Phelps
LOUISVILLE, Ky..(AP) —
officiating. Burial was in the
Jefferson County Judge Todd
Soldier Creek Cemetery.
Hollenbach has ordered courthouse employes not to answer
questions from reporters regarding school desegregation in
'he Louisville area, which be;ins in September.
Manning Stewart, retired
Hollenbach said he has diattorney, died this morning at rected "that all employes under
ten o'clock at the Westview my jurisdiction make no public
Nursing Home.
comment concerning the desegHe was 84 years of age and regation order."
had been residing at the
U. S. District Court Judge
National Hotel, Murray, for James F. Gordon said last
several years. He is survived week that at least 23,000 pupils
locally by two nephews, Lee would be bused this fall.
Mathis of Almo Route One and
His order followed a ruling
Hal Mathis of Dexter.
from the 6th U. S. Circuit Court
The J. H. Churchill Funeral of Appeals which said schools
Home will have charge of the must be desegregated in Sepand
burial tember.
funeral
arrangements.
Hollenbach said he wants re-

James Alex Clayton
Gets Scholarship
At David Lipscomb

George Bohannon
Dies At Hospital

THAT'S A LONG WAY — Workman of the Murray Electric System utilized the services of the
Murray fire Department's aerial ladder truck and crew last week to disconnect the old lights at
Holland Stadium. The old light poles were replaced by two new towers which will provide
much better lighting at the stadium.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon

Study Being Conducted On
kinsville Bird P-roblem
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
-- "You've got to hit them
where they eat and where they
sleep. Don't let them get settled.”
Those weren't the words of a
law enforcement officer talking
about driving away mobsters or
other undesirable characters.
And they weren't uttered by
someone planning tactics for a
military campaign.
They were made by a pest
control specialist — Gordon
Boudreau of Hollister, Calif. —
who's investigating ways to get
rid of millions of birds that
roost in Hopkinsville and nearby Ft. Campbell every winter.
"The idea is to drive them
into a neurotic state so they'll
be happy to leave," Boudreau
said in an intervietv.

Hollenbach Orders Employes
Not To Answer Any Questions
On School Desegregation Plans

Manning Stewart
Dies Here Today

SANK NOTES
by William M. Boyd
As long as Indians made their
own wampum, it had value as
legal tender. When the early
Colonists started making it in
large quantities_ with steel drills
and lathes, it lost its value as
money. '-- -

•

For some people, credit is_too easy to obtain. Let us counsel
you on what kind of loan, iflany, is best for you.
-

PEOPLE/BANK
RAT.'43 XT.

(110401611

Meniber FDIC

The backbone of the proposed
new railroad, known as ConRail, would be the Penn Central. Other railroads to be included in the reorganization are
the Erie, Lackawanna, the
Reading, the Central of New
Jersey, the Lehigh Valley, the
Lehigh and Hudson River and
the Ann Arbor.
If approved by Congress, the
USRA plan would set up a rail
system extending across
Arneria's manufacturing heartland from the Atlantic Ocean to
the Mississippi River. The 17
states directly affected by the
plan contain 55 per cent of all
manufacturing plants in the
country and they also are major producers of coal and manufacturers of steel.
If the plan is rejected, USRA,
the Department of Trans-portation and the Rail Services
Planning Office of- the Interstate Commerce Commission
will confer and make necessary
changes. The plan then would
be resubmitted to Congress for
a second look.

A
the

This is the time of year when
some Kentucky farmers are
faced with dry pastures and a
shortage of feed for their beef
cattle herds.
"Consider feeding hay to your
cattle if you run short on
pasture," suggests Curtis
Absher, Extension beef cattle
specialist with the University of
Kentucky
College
of
Agriculture. "Feeding hay in
the summer goes against
BONN, West Germany (AP) Communist developed countradition, but it makes sense if — President Ford, refreshed by tries.
you need the feed."
a Rhine river cruise, flew to
Following a meeting that ran
If you do feed hay in the Poland today for the first of a 30 minutes beyond the time alsummer, Absher recommends series of meetings with East lotted, Ford told newsmen:
concentrating your cattle in a European Communist leaders. "The chancellor and I agreed
limited area so that part of the
Ford was flying to Warsaw that it was vitally important
pasture can grow back and after talks with West German that the economic policies of
provide grazing later on.
Chancellor Helmut Schmidt Germany and the European
E.....e
.
dy weaning of calves is that. fposeci_c.biefly nn Westet_olpizuzia3ity_le...1111egra*, with
antiffiet"artiirifiTiVeittllen leer —iconbinie MS;Ind iii—symbiiE6 our own-et:6mile pogeieg."' supplies are short. "If visit to American and German
Schmidt said the subject
necessary, calves can be troops at a remote outpost
would
be pursued at a meeting
-weaned as soon as they are four known to those stationed there
in Helsinki, Finland, following
months old," says Absher. as "the Rock."
Ford's stop in Poland. Ford,
"Their mothers can then be put
Ford and Secretary of State
Minister Harold
on dry cow rations. Dry tows Henry A. Kissinger held a final British Prime
French President
Wilson
and
than
need only a little more
half session with Schmidt and Geras much feed as cows which are man Foreign Minister Hans- Valery Giscard d'Estaing.
nursing calves." —. .4.—
Dietrich Genscher over break- ,Heads of 35 governments, including Soviet leader Leonid I.
The UK specialist says early- fast today at Gymnich Castle.
weaned calves should be put on
The breakfast was considers- Brezhnev, will gather in Helpastures containing legumes, bly delayed, however, when sinki to sign a nonbinding stateand should be creep fed if schmidt's helicopter had to ment of principles intended to
possible.
turn back halfway between guide their conduct toward
Elimination of cows which Bonn and Gynmich because of each other and, to some extent,
are not pregnant will also thick fog. His party waited for---VziWarcl their own citizens.
Ford has come under some
reduce the need for feed. Cows limousines to pick them up becan be pregnancy tested six fore continuing on their way to criticism at home for willingness to sign an agreement reweeks after the end of the meet Ford.
garded
in some quarters as tacbreeding season, Absher points
The presidential visit to West
out.
Germany was capped Sunday itly accepting Soviet dominance
You may want to sell sorne of
night by a three-hour state din- in eastern Europe.
your cows with their calves as
ner aboard a Rhine cruise ship
Ford has countered that the
cow-calf pairs. Cows which
that passed the peak where, ac- agreement may promote better
calved late this year are usually
cording to legend, Siegfried relations among nations and
the ones which should be sold,
slew the dragon — a local tale cannot do any harm. In addisince they are likely to calve
like that of David and Goliath. tion, he told interviewers from
late again next year.
Hardly noted, with overcast Newsweek magazine, he inTo make your hay and
skies almost obscuring a nearly tends to express American mispasture go further, make sure
full moon, were the pilings of givings before he signs the
that young, growing cattle and
the destroyed bridge at Rema- document and will tell the Socows nursing calves get the
gen, a strategic objective that viets he will measure their inhighest quality feed. The lowest
American forces seized from tentions by how they live up to
quality feed should be reserved
Hitler's legions near the end of it.
for dry cows.
World War II.
There are steps you can take
Ironically, one stop scheduled
to prodt.ce extra feed on your
for the President and Mrs.
farm, says Absher. You can
Ford in Warsaw was the reconapply nitrogen fertilizer to
structed Old Town section defescue and bluegrass pastures
stroyed principally by the Nazis [Subscribers who have not
to produce extra growth for use
received their home-delivered
in that same war.
in the fall. And if you seed in a
copy of The Murray ledger &
Wars past did not figure in
small grain crop in September,
Times by 5:30 p. m, are urged
Ford's two-night stay in Bonn,
you may be able to use it for
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
however He and Schmidt and
grazing later in the fall.
p. m. and 6 p. m. to insure
advisors, including Secretary of
State Henry A. Kissinger,
delivery of the newspaper.
The estimated population of
Calls must be placed before 6
Iran is 31,637,000, made up of talked chiefly about cooperation
Iranians, Kurds and Azerbaij- to end a deep economic slump
embracing virtually all the nonanis.

Ford Plans Meet Today
With Communist Leaders

•

FinarRites Held
For Miss Watson

passenger train service on 16
other routes.
In the report, the U.S. Railway Association told Congress
that 5,700 miles of lightly used
track now owned by the railroads in the 17 states they
serve should be abandoned or
subsidized with federal-state
funds. That track carries about
2 per cent of all traffic on the
seven railroads.
The plan also recommended
that the remaining 2,000-plus
miles of track be sold to privately owned railroads to allow
those carriers to extend their
lines and create competition for
the proposed new railroad in all
major cities in the affected region.
The USRA program was developed after months of public
hearings, preliminary reports
and recommendations by various government agencies. Congress has 60 working days to
accept or reject the plan. If
Congress does nothing, the program automatically goes into
effect.

Other tactics may include a
poison bait program using Starlicide, which he says effectively
kills the birds considered pests
but is relatively harmless to
other species.
Last winter, the Army used
helicopters to wage war on millions of blackbirds roosting at
Ft. Campbell. Thousands of the
birds died of exposure after
being sprayed with a chemical
that removed protective oils
from their feathers, making
them vulnerable to the elements.
Thousands of dollars in damage to farm crops and animals
was blamed on the birds, as
was a lung disease contracted
by humans.
The state is financing studies
aimed at getting rid of the
birds and at learning more
about a bird-related disease in
humans.
The Department for Natural
Resources is paying $4,000 for
the study by Boudreau. And Dr.
Coy Smith, a University of Kentucky biologist, is working on a
project to learn more about histoplasmosis, a lung disease believed to stem mainly from a
fungus that grows in bird droppings.
Smith is concentrating on a
project to learn how widespread histoplasmosis may be
in Kentucky and to find possible preventive measures.
Recently, he took topsoil

porters to submit any questions
they may have in writing to his
office.
"All relevant questions of
fact will be answered promptly
and completely," he said. .
"It is my firm belief that responsible public leadership requires both knowing when to
act and knowing when not to
react in a way which may inflame public opinion or foster
misunderstanding on a sensitive public issue," said Hollenbach, who unsuccessfully
sought the Democratic gubernatorial nomination in last
CHICAGO (AP) — It's not a
May's primary election.
good idea to drop pull tabs
He said the policy was or- from soda and beer cans into
dered "to insure that facts, not the can until after the beverage
suppositions, are disseminated has been drunk, say two Chito the community."
cago physicians reporting on
School starts on Sept. 4.
patients who consumed the tabs
Sue Connor, head of a group along with the liquid.
called Concerned Parents, Inc.,
has said many children will be
Two patients swallowed the
kept home rather than be bus- tabs and another tab ended up
ed.
in an air passageway to the
The Jefferson County judge lungs and had to be removed
said he recognized the responsi- by surgery, they report in the
bility of the news media to file July 28 issue of the Journal of
reports on the desegregation is- the American Medical- Associsue.
ation. ,
He asked the news media not
The Physicians, Dr. Lee F
to quote "unnamed sources" in Rogers,a Northwestern Universtoriek, dealing with *deseg- sity radiologist, and Dr. John
regation.
P. Igini, a Loyola University
"This policy should dis- surgeon, note that
courage persons from making
"Environmentalists have sugirresponsible statements while gested that immediately after a
hiding behind a cloak of tab on a beverage can is
anonymity," he said.
pulled, the metal ring should be

samples from roosts near Hopkinsville and Madisonville and
tested them for the fungus
spores believed to cause histoplasmosis.
He said he has sampled soil
from 30 to 40 roosts over the
past 10 years and found the
fungus spores in about 25 per
cent of the samples, including
one from a 27-acre roost at Ft.
Campbell.
Smith said the fungus spores
usually develop after about
three years, and that chemical
treatment of the bird droppings
may be the only practical way
to prevent the disease.
While histoplasmosis can result from exposure to droppings
at the blackbird roosts, Smith
warns that chicken houses are
a primary source.

Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service July
23, 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts . Act 1078 Est. 400 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00-1_25 higher Sows .50-1.00 higher
Z30 lb.
15750-5600
US
$57 26-57.50
US 1-3 200-240 lbs
$56 50-57.25
US 2-4 240-260 Ilia
1156 00-56.50
US 3-4 260-280 lb.
Sows
$48.00,-49.00
US 1-2270-356 lb.
*46.00-4900
US 1-3 300-450 lbe
Qs 1-3450-656 lbs... 148.00-4950 few at 50.00
14700-4600
US 2-3 300-500 lbs.
Fioars $37.00-3860
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Doctors Warn Against Dropping ••
dropped through the slot before
drinking the contents."
This is intended to reduce litter and protect wildlife. But the
practice can be hazardous, the
physicians warn.
Rogers and Igini suggest the
tab be placed on a finger or in
a pocket until the beverage is
consumed, unless a waste receptacle is immediately available.
It is sometimes difficult for
physicians to determine if a
pull tab has been swallowed,
or, if it has, where it is lodged
This is because the tabs are
made of aluminum, which
shows up only faintly on X-ray
pictures, the doctors point out.
In the cases they describe,
one of the tabs was retrieved
with an 'instrument inserted
into the esophagus. Another
passed through the cligestivp
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A helping hand is sometimes needed and a
college recreation student working with
the Day-Camp program assists this young man on
an arts and crafts project.
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(TVA PHOTO)

4e
The body language of this young man indicates
nothing but a ringer coming up during a game of horseshoes at Camp Energy, one of three Day-Camping
centers located in Land Between The Lakes.

ers[

"Just a little more here," seems to be the thought of this
young man as he puts the finishing touches on his work of
art. Programs are designed for beginners in arts and crafts to
put their creativity and imagination to use.
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The COrr.rCt Way- tUsterLa.canigire_is desuona4j4ted by Gait* PookiL.--ftcoii
egit
prac-Ruiri—sludent gaining on-the-job experience
at Land Between The Lakes this
summer. This is one of the many outdoor skills taught
to groups participating in
the Day-CAmp program.
(TVA PHOTO)
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IL
IF DOGS

CAN
BEG: WHY
CAN'T OTHER
ANIMALS?

PHANTOM

BEETLE BAILEY

14EZOMPLAIN5
ABOUT EVER*
LITTLE 5QUEAK
iN/ MY 0IR
AND 5CRATC.14
F MY PEN

)0U'RE HIRED'
K1LLER$. I DON'T
LIKE MEN LIKE
J.A/CU. DON'T TRY
1
MY PATIENCE.

TAKE OFF!

Groups must furnish their own sack lunch and cook-out foods, and must
register through the Recreation Services Section,Land Between The Lakes.
For further information contact Day Camp, TVA, Land Between The Lakes,
Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, teleptlbne 502-924-5602.

HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — "Ill
Some people are against le- '
I became sheriff I visited every
drink with you, I'll gamble with
one of them and drank at every galization because of religious
convietions,ut bootleggers beyou, Ill --&-W-libout every- 'one of them." thing — but you're not going to
It's hard to make arrests for long to the "dry" group too, acLOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
buy me," says Billy G. Wil- bootlegging because people are cording to the sheriff.
liams, Harlan County's sheriff
going to buy booze whether it's "Some pastors actually Members of the International
who wants to make sure his legal or not, the sheriff said, stated to me that they would Guards Union, Local 71, have
successor is as honest as he is.
and they don't want to dry up vote wet and said they did vote voted to reject a contract offer
That's why he's cracked
their sources.
wet," he said. "Really, it con- from Pinkerton's, Inc.
down on bootleggers since he
The guards said the contract
"Just 'cause I know 'em, I sists of some church people
took office in 1974, and it's also
can't go raid 'em," Williams that is honestly good people, would have resulted in wage
why he's on the side of the said. "We have to get sworn af- and it consists of some church loses.
-wets" in a continuing struggle fidavits that they are bootlegg- people that is actually favoring
Thomas A. Dobbs, president
between those who want to le- ing, and on each and every ar- the bootlegging system."
of the local, said the union
galize the sale of alcoholic bev- rest we have to get someone to
The latest move by the members voted 46-6 to strike on
erages and those who don't, the
make a buy and come back and "drys" likely will delay legal- Aug. 4 if no settlement has
sheriff said Thursday.
report to me.
ized liquor sales for at least six been reached.
He commented after "dry"
The dispute involves some 300
"There's not too many people months, the sheriff said.
forces filed suit to set aside a
that will do that," he said. "I
Williams said he was offered guards, most of whom work in
June 30 referendum that made have some friends that will do a $25,000 bribe before the June industrial plants. They have
it legal to sell booze in Harlan it for me."
referendum and that if the mat- been working without a confor the first time in 33 years.
He said two or three bootleg- ter ever comes to a vote again, tract snce July 5, according to
"Bootleggers are definitely in
Dobbs.
gers are raided every week but he thinks the offer will go up.
the xky group," Williams said
The union wants a 40 hour
that they're back in business
"They called and wanted to
after the suit was filed. "To me within days.
know what I was so strong for work week plus a guaranteed
this is not a legitimate suit.
"The hell of it is, in this the wet," the sheriff said. "I minimum of eight hours a week
This is a delay tactic so they county, our courts won't back explained my viewpoint — that at time-and-a-half. The comcan Continue their operations."
us up. The law says they should I want to stop the payoff sys- pany has proposed a 35 cents
The suit came before any li- be given a 30-day jail sentence. tem to the sheriff of the coun- per hour raise with a 40-hour
censes could be issued, so area They are, but it's always sus- ty."
work week.
residents still have to drive 23 pended. So it's a $44 fine and
Under the company's plan,
Williams said he's going back
miles to Cumberland, the coun- they are right back in business. to the welldrilling business Dobbs said, guards would lose
ty's only "wet" town, to legally They don't never go to jail.
$16 to $23.50 a week.
when his term is completed.
buy booze.
"I'm after it. I'm gonna get
"I make a lot more money at
Williams maintains that boot- ,it, one way or another, or it than I can being sheriff if I
MILLERSBURG,Ky.(AP)—
legging is "the biggest organ- they're gonna get me," he said. stick to the honest money in the Trustees of the Millersburg Milized business" in Harlan Counitary Institute say they'll keep
Legalizing liquor sales will sheriff's job."
ty.
hurt the bootleggers and bring
the 82-year-old school open for
"Believe me, I know," said revenue to the city toe, Wilanother year in a move to give
the 46-year-old sheriff. "Before liams said.
contributors more time to donate money.
. The school said last year it
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Demonstrations by college students Include firecraft, toolcraft, map and
eampass.Lnature-ancixonservatiorr, and neat

Jerry Shroat Named
To New Position At
Progressive Company
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(beach or pooh, wading, softball, volleyball, campfire, horseshoes, arts and
crafts, archery, canoeing, badminton, story telling, and singing. These activities are available, depending on the location of the camp.

Harlan County Cracking Down
On Operations By Bootleggers
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Day camping programs are now underway in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes. Continuing through September 1, any organized group of youngsters six
years of age and older may register for one-day camps at no charge.
Programs may be scheduled on Monday, Tuesday, or Friday,from 9 a. iirto
5p. m. at any of.three locations in Land. tween.Theltaite4
g•_
4.̀GrOticr (7'11mi717i:rho ffnergy, 2nd 171iFy-Cainpgrotthd.-Grotips BrAnd°4-SPriD
are expected to
bring internal leadership and are assisted in their activities and demonstration
programs by college recreation students gaining on-the-job experience while
working in Land Between The Lakes.
Groups may choose from a list of activities that includes hiking, swimming
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HELEN SOLD•

2. Notice

When Helen redecorated in french
Provincial, she
found her good lamas clashed with
her new decor.
Helen earned quick cosh to pit
toward new lamps
with o low-cost Classified
Matchmaker Ad. Try it
yourself 'You'll se. how Matdunaker
Acis work!

2 Notice

15 Articles For Sale

12 Insurance

19 Farm Equipment

REFINISHED
good con- ONE
CASE FARM tractor. Vbedroom suite, large
dition. Honda XL75.
AC12. 3 point hitch. $875.
mirror, box springs and
Polaroid camera. Several
Call 436-5414.
mattress, $95.00. Breakother items. Call 753-7488.
fast set, $35.00. G. E.
t refirgerator, very nice, 19 FOOT LIVESTOCK
TOMATO STAKES,54", 15
trailor has new floor and
$75.00. One antique kitcents each. Redmon
rubber mats. Electric
chen cabinet, in good
Stake Company, Hwy. 94
brakes. Complete with
condition, roll front and
E., Murray.
removable partitions for
porcelain top. Call 753hauling 4 liOrles• 8:00 to
4098.
5:00. Call 753-3621 after
GO-CART and motor. Call
5:00 call 753-4818.
753-2964.
EARLY
AMERICAN
SOFA. 2 slate-top tables. 20 Sports Equipment
Excellent condition. Call
TOMATO STAKES, 10
753-7637 after 5:00 p. m. TRAVEL TRAILER, 24'
cents each. Bean poles, 20
Trottwood. Selfcents each. Phone 753GOLD REFRIGERATOR
contained, fully loaded,
9618.
with ice maker. Call 753air conditioned, furnace,
4891.
awning, hot and cold
WATKINS PRODUCTS
water, etc. In exceptional
still available. Call
17 CUBIC ft. Westinghouse
condition. $2,250. Includes
Brigham Futrell
frostless refrigerator
Reese load levelers, antiresidence, phone 753-5724.
freezer. Call 753-2494.
sway bar, etc. Call Sid
Jobs 436-2180.
-ANTIQUE SHOW Case, 11' 17 Vacuum Cleaners
x 10", $150.00. Call 354SELL, TRADE FOR 45
8469.
ELECTROLUX SALES
bow, quivers, rack,
and service. Call Tony
arrows, sight, stand,
Montgomery,
753-6760,
other accessories. Call
day or night.
753-5809.

24. Misieildneous

29. Mobi

BOY'S BIKE,

If You
Need Them:
753-1441
Fire
753-1621
Police
753-6952
Rescue
753-9332
Ambulance
Hospital Emergency...
753-5131
Comprehensive Care...
753-6622
Poison Control 753-7588
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Need Line... 753-NEED
Learn to Read 753-2288

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger
& Times

Notice
Anyone ...having any
relatives buried in the
Ezell Cemetery, located
in the Coldwater Gravel
Pits or any interest
what so ever in the
cemetery. Please contact
Gary Taylor at 753-1372.

NO HUNTING of any kind
on Frate Vinson farm.
CARING IS sharing. We
care. NEEDLINE, 7536333.

Kings Den

14 Want To Buy
BUY good used
Travel _trailers, truck
camper Call Arrowhead
Camper Sales, Hwy. 80
E., Mayfield, Ky., 2478187.

WILL

Want To
Buy

Good Used
Refrigerator
Phone
753-5108
or

Authorized Dealer

MUSIC LESSONS
Piano-organ-guitar

Sldei

Adams Shoes

J. & B Music
753-7575.

"Cleaning Is
Our Business"
When yoe need supplies,
equipment or service call
is. OreasIng is what we
know leesf. We hews steam
demon and other avowal
elptipmatfar rest.

01.

•••

A
VICKY BOUGHT.
As a young newlywed, Vicky wanted
to decorate her
apartment stylishly but still save money
She found
good, low-cost lamps and more through
Classified
Matchmaker Ads. Road the classified section.
foul see how Matchmaker Ads work!

TO Twelve people
needed. Old reliable firm
in Murray, Ky. Seeking
ambitious individuals,
age 18 and up. Must have
dependable
transportation. For interview,
call 753-5982 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

ATTENTION
EXPfltniKED
SALESMEN
Immediate Opening for
experienced salesman
with 2 years or more
direct'sales experience.
Call on business men.
No night hourg, some
travel. Paid by comearnings
mission,
$15,000 plus, for the
right man.

PAGLIAI'S PIZZA. 510
Main Street. Personal

interviews only.

Help Wanted
Boys IL Girls
No ego Unlit
Need hack to school inesaity?

Part
time
work
available at once. One
week only. Tremendous
earnings. See Wayne
Linnville, Murray City
Hall Meeting room,
Wednesday July 30th
1:00 p.m. sharp.

WE,AS A family would like

TO buy used
dehumidifier for house.
Call 753-5924 or 753-1681.

Air
Conditioner
Only 2 to Sell
Works on 110 Volt
Current

FULL SIZE Bed or full size
mattress and springs:
picnic table. Cat 753-9339.

Parents welcome.
No *owe calls Moose.

10. Business Opportunity

TV Service
Center

CALL 753-1916
to pick up pictures
from Lyndia Cochran

Dance Recital
Wednesday July 30
4:30 p. m.- 6 p. m.

Photography by
DAVID HILL

FORMICA SALE. Odd lot
laminated plastics for
cabinet tops. Solid colors
and patterns 40 cents a
square foot. Murray
Lumber Company, 7533161.
and
REMOVE spots
residue left behind from
other cleaners. Rent new
RINSE-N-VAC steam
cleaner at Crass Furniture, S. 3rd Street,
Murray, Ky.
CUSTOM-BUILT Portable
buildings for all your
storage needs. Also Lake
Cottages, Boat Docks,
patios and Greenhouses.
Sweet corn and fresh
vegetables for sale.
Located
on
Hicks
Cemetery Road, one mile
south of Cherry Corners,
off Highway 121 South.

19. Farm Equipment
1950 FORD Tractor. Plow,
disc, and cultivator. In
good condition. Call 4374557.

16. Home Furnishings

GOOD USED Refrigerator.
Call 753-5108
SMALL MINNEAPOLISMoline tractor with
DOUBLE ROLL-Away Bed
cultivator, plow, and disc.
with new mattress. Call
All in excellent condition.
753-0159 after 5 p.m.
$1,000. Call 489-2414.

PIANO TUNING, repair
and rebuilding, prompt
service. Rebuilt pianos
for sale. Ben Dyer 75.V
8911.

24. Miscelloeous

TRAVEL TRAILER, 24'
Trottwood. Self-contained
fully loaded, air conditioned, furnace,
awning, hot and cold
water. etc. In exceptional
condition. $2,250. InclUdes
Reese load levelers, antisway bar, etc. Call Sid
Jobs 436-2180.
1972 MOBILE borne 24 x 44,
located •oo- 641, Dexter.
good condition. Call 4374736 after 4 p.m.

29 Mobile Home Rentals

10 x 52,
already
derpihnel
Trailer P
includes
ditioner.
a month
22,000. Ca
p.m.

TRAILER
Nice sha
Street. St
water. C

TRAILER
mobile h4
near
Desirabli
753-3895

WE BU1
homes. '
Saddle a
Sales, Pi
1918 or 4

AINEALL
both ca
private
9785.

31. Want

COUNTR1
twelve m
water. C
935-5679
10:30 a.

TWO STORY oak log barn. 10 x 50 MOBILE home,
recently reconditioned
Excellent condition. Call
,
$2,400. Call 753-2700.
753-0870

yot
(Ati

Dial-ANServire
sib

•...
6- -

.
7,
S

T.V. Sales and Service
Fire
753-1441

1972 FLE1
unfurnisl
kitchen
cluding
washer
disposal,
living-d
master
bedroon
central
Priced
pointme
Riviera

27. Mobile Home Sales

OA
( This alphabetized page will run weekl) -- clip it from
.thepaper and sa‘e for handy reference)

Advertisement

A ten year old company with
tremeadow growth record is
Whin for gstallfioel passe to
become • dealer he year woo
for•nationally accoptod Kos of
tools.
I. No sell* me yew part.
2. lidersive Territory.
3. Nigh Mums potential, $3,000
per month possible, ilettowliwg
tea effort sad Wiry .4th. right
person.
4. Any age considered if have
right gook(icatimes.
5.
Company
expansion
available
4. Con be started is. part-time
basis.
7. Company socerrod sales
*inlets.
I. Alinement investment of
$4,359.40 required.
9. Investment is 100% hocked
by inventory
10. See our
buy-bock
ogreomenn
If you hove strong desk* to be
self -employed, cal or write
giving news, address end
oboe*

NEW IDEAL two row corn
picker. Super M Farman
tractor
with
power
steering and live lift. New
Ideal fertilizer spreader.
All in good condition. Call
435-4524..or 435-4521.

MURRAY SINGER Sewing
REPOSFSSED STEREO
Cep*,sales and 5ervicf,
cousok. Oaiance due
Centei7 mono* payments. J. or
I
Call 753-5323.
B. Music. Call 753-7575.

753-5865

Phone 587-2420.

Concerned Parents
In Support Of
Our Public Schools .

1205 Melrose

Center -----

Box 88, Martin, Tenn.,

753-3037
Dunn Furniture T.V. & Appliance
.-----_,-_,.
----..A
Quasar

Police
753-1621

MI IMO
sea sow

rehires

S tc.f.
comw.^ y
tne no.
Q.
i,y•
Lew
vac C taw
caws. c'
c.r,1 liS
deNfr,

UI
clii
KEEP
,
e,tor.• I

New & Used Tractor Tires
Repaired
Fluid Service

Murray
Metal
Highest Prices Paid

753-4892
Speedy Service

Vinson -Tractor Co.
Cadiz Road
Murray, Ky.

Iron, aluminum, copper,
cast,
batteries, and
radiators
121 S.(Clarks River Bridge)
Murray,Ky.

Carpets Cleaned
OLERRY*S

753-0359
Shag Specialists
corrunerial grade
home or business

&

Kirby
Carpet
500 Maple Street

Spray Painting

A L R Home
Improvement

Paper
Hanging
Painting

382-2299
753-7915

Remodeling,
Room Addition5
Cabinet Work

Commercial, Residential
Farm Building, rusty
roofs,
References-Free Estimate

753-7414
436-5840

ATTENTION TAXPAYERS

Classified
Ads!

Central Shopping

Phone

RENT NEW RINSE-NVAC lightweight steam
carpet cleaner-made for
heavyweight jobs. Crass
Furniture, S. 3rd Street,
Murray.

18. Sewing Machines

$18000

paneling 4 x 8 sheets. $2.75
and up. Moulding to
match
paneling.
Bathroom vanities from
$45.00 and up. 12-designs
decorative paneling 4 x 8
sheets $4.25 each. V,2" CD
plywood $4.95 sheet. Five
eights inch Particle board
$.25 sheet. Cabinet
'topping at 25 cents square
foot. Interior latex white
paint
$3.95
gallon.
Fiberglass panels at 10.._
cerks to 25 cents square
feet. Lean and birch doors
$5.75 to $18.75. Ross and
Truck Salvage Mdse. Inc.

to take this opportunity to
AVON
thank one and all for their
NEED MONEY TO PAY
kindness and thoughtful
BILLS" Get out from wider. Sell
consideration expressed
part-time on your own time in
your own neighborhood. No
to us in the sudden fatality
selling experience necessary
accident of our loved one,
I'll show you how.
Alvis Ray Calhoun. We
Call Kr mill Ws. Goo& Wks, km 5147.
thank you for coming to
Pod000ll, Cy 42001 Mom 44.1 3344.
our need at the scene of
accident and sharing your GROWING TWO Year Old
business. Christian Book
presence,. • toys.- and
Center, 808 Chestnut. Call
prayers. For the bountiful
753-0425. Ask for Wayne.
of food that was brought
SPRINGFIELD
to all the different homes.
TOOL CO.
12.
Insurance
For the many, many
Division of MD
floral
arrangements.
Corporation
3040 East Cherry
They were all beautiful HEALTH,LIFE,burial, up
to $2000.00. Health no
Springfield, MO 65S02
and spoke words that
117.889-9145
problem. Caltf 753-1976.
tongue could not say.
Thanks to the Max
Churchill staff for tneir
undying efforts to make
our burdens lighter. To
Elder Ben Bowlin and
1. Your Public Schools (MurrayRev. Eddie Johnson for
Calloway County) lost $54,7520 in
their comforting words.
State Funds because of the 97
For Mrs. Oneida White
for her beautiful music
children in the University Lab
and songs. Thanks to
School
this past school year.
Calloway County High
2. If supporters succeed in
School Basketball team
who performed the last
recruiting 50 additional children
act of kindness with such
from
the public schools this fall it
respect. Also to the
will
increase the total tax dollars
honorary pallbearers who
had one of the last places
lost to over $80,000.
in his honor they may
3. If you are concerned please
ever do. To Coach David
write: Dr. Charles Howard
King and Assistant Coach
Clayton Hargrove for
(Chairman of the Board of Regenserving with them.
ts, Murray State Univ.)404 N. 18th
May God richly bless each
St., Mayfield, Ky. 42066 .or call
and everyone in a very
special way,for we know, '
Mrs. Ann Watson, Carter PTA
he is our rod and staff for
President, to sign a petition 753strength during this time
7791
of trials and tribulations.
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie
Calhoun, Connie, Mary,
Paul, Mr. and Mrs. Bob.
Nance, Ilisa and Shelia.
A special thanks to the
personnel of the Murray
Ambulance Service

• P.
,

10,000 ITU

WANT

TOOLS
100 Year Guarantee

16'60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 7530870.

For Sale

15. Articles For Sale

Apply in person American
Chock Protection System office
Mb end Main Street, Murray,
Ky.

3. Card Of Thanks

753-5865

6. Help Wanted
TEN

coo'

16 Home FurnishIngs

Tremon Farris
Farmington, Rte. 1

Free Estimates

D.C.
Roofing
New Roofs
Reroofing
i 437lt
Repairsci

Free Estimates
Murray Hwy.
Dexter, Ky.

Plumbing
Electric Sewer
Cleaning

436-2490
Service and Repair
24 Hour Service
Norman Kimmerzell

Chest
Ammo=

502-492-8837 I
Hwy.641
6 Miles South
Jerry McCoy,Owner
& Operator

12
If it has an engine we
repair

specialize in its

1753-94371
753-0961
Residences, cornmercial. Canvasing, Bill
Houghton, Rte. 6, Box 68

East Side Small
Engine

DIN

Hwy.94 East

_

Winchester
Printing

Service, Inc.
While You Wait
duplicating

1753-5397
102 S. 4th St
Murray., Ky

Taber's Body
Shop
24 Hour Wrecker Service

753-3134
753-3303
753-6177
1301 Chestnut Murray,Ky.

Free

Termite Inspection
Flies, Roaches,
Silver Fish SE Shrubs

Kelley's Termite 8 Pest

Control
,

Cornrneecial &

If you do not receive
your paper please call

Residential
\s, Free Estimate

S. 13th St.
Murray, Ky.

.
1753-3914'

Carpet
Master

Murray
Ledger & Times

-

489-2127 or
489-2450

753-1916 1 .
Between 5:30&6:00

Hinman's
Rentals
Rote TWA, hedge shears, car•
pet a tii. tools, wet a Dry vac.
Scrubber S. !Wisher, Sows!
clans jig, sentereeK end cutoff
furniture dollies, jocks site a
sewer tools, etc.

Kel
$0.0
ja

)11,11S,

753-5703
802
urraNy.. 18th
Murray.

Street

•
salIMINIMW
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/7'PAYSTO ADVERTISE... ADVERT/SE WHERE/TPAYS...
29. Mobile Home Rentals

c service
Call 753-

Odd lot
sties for
lid colors
1 cents a
Murray
any, 753-

and
its
Und from
Rent new
steam
ass Furi Street,

Portable
all your
Also Lake
t Docks,
enhouses.
nd fresh
ir sale.
Hicks
one mile
Corners,
South.

01111
.ER, 24'
ontained
air conarnace,
,nd cold
ceptional

Includes
ers, antiCall Sid

1e24x44,
Dexter.
Call 437-

Rentals

E home,
iditioned
700.

it
ce
621

31. Want To Rent

1972 FLEETWOOD,24 x 60, MOVING FROM
Texas
unfurnished except for
looking for house to rent
kitchen appliances, inwith some acreage. Need
cluding built-in dishnot be in top condition
washer and garbage
willing to repair. Please
disposal, shag carpets in
call collect 314-441-0058.
living-dining area and
master bedroom. Three
bedrooms, 2 baths,
central heat and air. SHOP NEAR or around
Murray. Preferably
Priced reduced. By apclean-up shop. Call 436pointment 753-7717. 74
5552.
Riviera Cts.
10 x 52, Natural gas,
already set up and underpinned at Shady Oaks
Trailer Park, No. 90. Also
includes an air conditioner. Rents for $100.00
a month. Will sell for
$2,000. Call 753-4469 after 7
p.m.
TRAILER SPACE for rent.
Nice shady lot on N. 4th
Street. Sewerage and city
water. Call 753-5228.
TRAILER SPACES. Small
mobile home court, quiet,
near university.
Desirable spaces. Phone
753-3895 or 753-3482.

32 Apartments For Rent
NICE FULLY furnished
air conditioned one
bedroom apartments.
Call 435-4578.

Special Attention
Retired Couples
Where on Is II2 or over and
qualify the Government will pay
a large portion of your monthly
rental New one and two
bedroom apartments in Murray
Manor Central Air conditioning
and heat. Stove, refrigerator
and water furnished

Murray Manor Apts.
Diuguid Drive
753-8668

32 Apartments For Rent
ATTRACTIVE DOWNSTAIRS, furnished, air
conditioned apartment.
Married couple or two
boys preferred. No
children or pets. $85.00.
Call 753-1817.

FOR RENT
Nice furnished apartments for boys or girls.
fall
and
summer
semesters. Also efficiency apts. for girls
Phone 753-5865 days, or
753-5108 after 6 p.m.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
FURNISHED
APARTMENT, large kitchen,
living
room-bedroom
combination. Call 7538175.

50. Campers

43 Real Nett-

LIKE NEW, 24 ft. 1973
Dodge Cree motor home.
6,000 actual miles. Selfcontained, air
conditioned, sleeps eight.
Call 437-4557.

THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
five
Sycamore
has
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years exclusive real estate experience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
SPRING
SPECIALSOne-third to 17 acres.
C. Neubauer,
John
Realtor. Bob Rodgers,
Associate. Office 753-0101,
home 753-7116.

44. Lots For Sale
GATESBOROUGH WOODED lot. By owner. Call
753-2977.

He17 Al.$0 LIKE ONE FOR CAMPAi64
MEAMARTER5 AND' CAMP DAViD.
46 Homes For Sale
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance, across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent 7531607, Loretta Jobs 7536079. Member M.L.S.

CUSTOM DOZIER Work.
Cat D7E, A big machine
for big jobs. Ralph
Stewert 901-490-8860.

ALUMINUM SERVICE
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa.
Awnings
by
Howmet Aluminum or
Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.
Call Will Ed Bailey, 4928897, Bobby Lawrence
492-8879.

753-5320

LICENSED
ELECTRICIAN - Prompt,
efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.

47. Motorcycles
1973 CB 450, custom
painted and extended.
Low mileage. Call 7530159 after 5 p.m.

51 Serrices Offered

RACINE DRY carpet cart.
It gallon cleans approx.
300 sq. ft. for $3.69
Machine rental is $2.00
all fibergalss 13% ft.
per day. When finished
camper trailer. Sleeps 4.
cleaning carpet, ready for
$700.00. Call 492-8798.
immediate use. Hinman's
Rentals, 802 N. 18th St.
Windows Washed
Murray, Ky.
CAMP-A-RAMA 'Sales,
and
Coachman, Trail Star, KIRBY CARPET CARE replaced.
Fold down, unique, Good
cleans rugs of all kinds. In
letters Cleaned
used trailers, ½ mile east
business, homes, and
We
furnish all material
of 68 and 641 intersection.
institution. Rugs come
and equipment needed
Draffinville, Ky. Phone
clean by steam cleaning.
527-7807.
Free estimates. 24 hour
answering service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
51. Services Offered

6 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM, two
full baths, double garage,
well drained and landscaped. Call 753-8107.

51 Services Offered

CONTACT
SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 3548161 after 7 p. m.

HORSE SHOEING. New
Mexico State University, LADY NEEDS WORK.
certified farrier. Dave
Housecleaning or staying
with an elderly lady. Days
Galivan call 1-382-2750.
only. Call 753-7729.
WILL DO ANY and all
types of sewing, crewel, EXPERIENCED Electrician needs work. Free
and embroidery in my
estimates. No job too
home. Call 753-8342 until 8
small. Call 753-7488.
p. m.

LEGAL NOTICE
34. Houses For Rent
wE BUY used mobile ONE BEDROOM furnished
ORDINANCE
NUMBER
613. BEING AN ORCOUNTY LOTS, city
1975 YAMAHA 125 MX.
DINANCE LEVYING A GENERAL AD VALOREM
homes. Top prices paid. apartment. Adjacent to
M&B
water. High and dry.
electric
HOUSE,
5th,
307
N.
CONSTRUCTION
Call 436-5335 after 5:00
University Campus. Air
TAX; : TAX ON BANK SHARES AND A TAX TO
Saddle and Spur Trailer
LARGE GRACIOUS home,
$3,500 to $5,000. Sam
CO.,
landscaping,
heat, washer and dryer
p.m.
RETIRE SPECIAL VOTED SCHOOL BUILDING BONSales, Paducah. Call 442- conditioned. Very nice
yard, ideal
shaded
Harris, 753-8061, New
backhoe work, general
hookup.
395-7478.
Call
and clean. Couple only.
DS ALL OF WHICH IS TO BE USED BY THE MURRAY
1918 or 443-8226.
downtown location, first
Providence Rd.
hauling, bush hogging,
48. Automotive Service
Phone 753-3805.
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT FOR GENERAL
floor: living rm., dining
plowing and discing. Call
36 For Rent Or I ease
ANK.ALL electric,,one gas?
SCHOOL PURPOSES AND RETIREMENT.OF BONrm.,den,surt4:iorck-large
45 H.-es For Sale
436-2540:4 •
TIREKI new Goodyear. Fboth carpeted and on ROOMS FOR boys, private
DED INDEBTEDNESS DURING THE SCHOOL YEAR
kitchen, bath. Second
78-15, Power cushion.
private lots. Phone 492-. entrance with kitchen THREE BEDROOM house NEW HOME lor sale in
OF 1975-1976.
floor: library-study, three
JOHN
HUTCHENS'
$100. Call 753-5532.
9785.
in Lakeway Shores. Two
PURSUANT TO THE REQUEST OF THE MURRAY
central heat
Gatesborough, 11
/
2 story,
bedrooms, dressing rm.,
Plumbing and Electric.
level with fireplace, large
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT BOARD OF
and air, /
1
2 block from
contemporary styled,
attic,
large
bath,
No
jobs
too
small.
Call
49. Used Cars & Trucks
31. Want To Rent
lot, garden space, garage,
EDUCATION, BE IT ORDAINED BY THE COMMON
campus. Phone 436-5479.
basement. Four working
Four bedrooms, three
41g 5642 anytime.
storage room, large porch
COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY,
baths. Many extras in
fireplaces, high ceiling, 1974 CAPRI, 4 speed,
COUNTRY HOUSE,two to FURNISHED
AS FOLLOWS,TO-WIT:
APARTand good view of* lake.
house including cathedral
newly remodeled, very
silver, real nice. Call 753- EXPERIENCED
PAINtwelve miles out. Running
SECTION I: At the request of the Murray Independent
Price $175.00 per month
MENTS. One or two
Reasonably
priced
ceiling, balcony, central
nice.
8090.
TER will do interior or
water. Call collect (502) bedrooms. Zimmerman
School District Board of Education there is hereby
unfurnished. Call 502-726vacuum and intercom.
by owner. Call 753-7980.
exterior work by the hour
935-5679 from 8 a. m. to
levied, for general school purposes, a general ad2257.
Apartments South 16th
Call 753-9208.
1971 PINTO. Take over
or job. 753-8343.
valorem tax of 50.6 cents on each One Hundred Dollars
10:30 a. m.
Street. 753-6609.
payments. Call 4374617
($100.00) worth of property, including franchises
37. Livestock - Supplies
BEAUTIFUL
BRICK LARGE GRACIOUS home,
after 5 p.m.
PROTECT YOUR house
(assessed at fair cash value) located in the Murray Inyard, ideal
shaded
home. Less than 1 year
dOwntown location, rust,.
from moisture by letting ---dependent School District.
old,
3
bedrooms,
family
BEST QUALITY Grain,
floor: living rm., dining 1973 PINTO Runabout. Low
SECTION II: At the request of the Murray Inme cover crawl space
room.1% baths,complete
fattened -beef,- half or
mlletVe. Calt ra3-6058 or ---- fliiilastac.-M1 7534603.
dependent School District Board of Education, there is
rm:aen, sun porch,large
kitchen.
Above
average
whole. 85 cents a lb.,
753-8021.
hereby levied for the retirement of voted school building
kitchen, bath. Second
carpeting. Garage and
hanging weight. H. R.
bonds a tax of 6.5 cents on each One Hundred Dollars
floor: library-study, three
HUTCHENS'
carport,
2
large
patios,
JOHN
3
,4
753-8567.
Clark,
($100.00) worth of property, including franchises
bedrooms, dressing rm., 1969 PONTIAC Catalina, 4
acre lot. Back has chain
Plumbing and Electric
(assessed fair cash value) located in the Murray Inbath,
large
attic, door hard top, power
link fence. Central heat
Repair Service. No jobs
NINE YEAR old, saddle
dependent School District.
basement. Four working
steering and brakes,
•
and air, T.V. tower. By
436-5642
small.
too
bred gelding, cut bacs
fireplaces high ceiling, original owner. Call 753SECTION III: At the request of the Murray In$36,900.00. Three
owner
1 '
during
anytime
day.
English saddle. Call 436IMINDIM--0-alasmotalsemrWasa.
newly remodeled, very
2821.
dependent School District Board of Education there is
miles south of Murray on
2215 after 6 p.m.
wwwwwsaws-MIS hobs empats
nice. Reasonably priced
hereby levied, for general school purposes, a tax of 38
121 Highway. Phone 753seessalasalla Ora.
ROY
HARMON'S
Carby owner. Call 753-7980. 1968 FORD DUMP truck.
cents on each One Hundred Dollars ($100.00) worth of
5584.
penter Shop (old ice
bank shares (assessed fair cash value) issued by each
1973 Chevrolet 3,4 ton
EXTRA NICE saddle
plant).
Complete
and every bank and trust company located in the
horses. Gentle with
THREE BEDROOM, 2 COLDWATER, 1 year, pickup. 580 Case back
remodeling and repairs,
Murray Independent School District.
new, large 3 bedroom
hoe. Phone 753-6088 or 753smooth saddle gait. Two
bath split level. L-shaped
cabinets, paneling, doors,
house. Extra large lot, 2 8021.
SECTION IV: All the taxes levied under the terms of
mares, one gelding. 8:00
living-dining room with
formica work, finish
this
car attached garage,
ordinance are to be used by the Murray Independent
to 5:00 call 753-3621, after
fireplace, kitchen with all
carpentry, contracting.
School District for the school year of 1975-1976.
patio, separate laundry 1966 CHEVROLET, 4 door
5, call 753-4818.
built-ins. Den and garage.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
room, central air and sedan, small V-8, a-c, all
Common Council, City of Murray, Kentucky
Approximately one acre
nights.
power, new tires. Peak
heat, built-in range and
By John E.Scott, Mayor of City of
Owner
$31,000.
would
lot.
38 Pets Supplies
dishwasher. Ex- condition. Call 753-1976.
financing.
consider
Call
Murray, Ky.
11
1
.0
1
111
0,
Rent for only
CARPET
CLEANING,
traordinary. Must see to
ATTEST:
753-1566.
MAIM WPM MIAMI
puppies.
ESKIMO
SPITZ
exzerienced,
11200 a day
very
MPS MIN MAINS LONGER
Stanford Andrus, Clerk, City of
appreciate. Call 489-2493
Call Paducah, 554-2153.
reasonable rates,
ovam
gee row carpet, r..ity cy.n
Murray,Kentucky
ateadvve RINSE 111 VAC to,tha day
For
BY OWNER, 1711 Farmer,
references, free
3 bedroom brick, car- THREE ACRES land, six
PARADISE KENNELS Sale
estimates. Quick drying.
room house, double
peted. Attached garage
Boarding and grooming,
Call Handyman, 753-9618.
753753-9378,
753-2571
1973
Call
carport.
Chestnut St
806 So. 16th - Executive brick on an outstanding lot
and utility, fireplace,
Pick up and delivery
7494, or 753-7263.
with trees, this gracious tii-level home has 5
electric heat. Extrasservice now available.
Nova 350
bedrooms,3 baths, 3 carports,secluded patio, lots of
stove, electric logs, one
Call 753-4106.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
1502 PARKLANE DRIVE. 30,000 actual miles,
storage, large family room with fireplace, central
air conditioner and
Sears seamless gutters
power steering and lots
Beautifully landscaped 3
Heat and Air. Owner has accepted new position and
Immediate
drapes.
installed
per
your
CANNING
TOMATOES.
/
2 of extras. Must see to
bedroom brick home. 11
needs to close before leaving town.
Mid-twenties.
possession.
specifications.
Call
Larry
$1.50 a /
1
2 bushel. C. & A.
appreciate.
baths, swimming pool.
Call 753-1570 days, 753Lyles at 753-2310 for free
Farms kt mile west of N.
For
information Call 753location.
Desirable
9712 after 4 p.m.
estimate.
16th Street on Poor Farm
Convenient to schools and 9946 or may be seen at
Rd.
shopping.. Call 753-2977. iser-Sesepas Nursery,
WE DO hay hauling. Call
BY OWNER, white brick,
753-6477.
Nwy. 441 in Almo
Audubon.
17th
at
S.
804
RABBITS AND cages.
THREE BEDROOM brick,
Heights.
2000 square feet. Three
Different breeds and
HAY HAULING. Truck
double garage detached.
( TOTAL ELECTRIC )
bedrooms, 2 full baths,
sizes. Also
dressed
and crew furnished.
Approx. 3 years old.
den with fireplace. Many
rabbits. Phone 753-6787.
Reasonable rates. Call
Catalina Drive. Oc- 196$ BUICK WILDCAT
-• closets. Two car garage,
502 Maple
David Benton, 753-7699 or
753-4342
cupancy July 1. Call 753with
air,
steering
and
fully landscaped, privacy
41. Public Sales
3976.'
753-0123.
brakes.
Call
753-5094.
hedge. All city services.
Robertson School
GARAGE SALE, July
STARTING AT District. Call 753-8132.
and 26 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
ROBERTS REALTY would like to give you a glimpse of what we consider two of the best buys in the county under $40,000.
Household items, oval
AT
NEW HOMES in Cirtable with swivel chairs,
clerarna and Cantebury.
dishes, kitchen chairs,
One eligible for tax
square dance dresses size
rebate. Call 753-3672.
PARIS TN
LAKE HVVY 79 E
14. All things good conFREE DELIVERY & BArs'K FINANCING
dition. 811 South 9th at
WATERFRONT
NICE
Goodman.
''You Just Can't Get A Better Deal Anywhere'
cottage. Year-round
living. Call 753-3672.

t

-.facilities,

-UMIN MAW-your own carpets
(At do-14111volt'pins)7

YOU

Murray Home & Auto

fl

ler

-- •- s4tie
Mobile Homes

DONALD R.

CKER

12' X 60' - $4995.00

ne we
pair

El
mall

REALTOR

DOUBLE WIDES
$8995.00

DINKINS MOBILE HOMES

dy

43 Real Estate
rvice

FREE

Termite
Inspection

177

ay,Ky.

S. cor•
'y rec.
Segni
cutoff
eau

Avoid Costly Home Repairs

Kelley's.Termite & Pest Control
Meat mina OW p.rut.d over 20 years.D• met siva as, mitred
initi Mb fWsd

100South 13th St.

Phone 753-3914 •

Flies. Roaches. Silver Fish dnd Shrubs

treet

I

pEs, co„,..,
Assocustooss
u

IMMEDIATE
LYNNWOOD ESTATES. POSSESSION. Reduced, 3
We have this nice 3
bedroom, den, living
bedroom, 11
/
2 bath, brick
room, dining, kitchen, 2
veneer home with central
baths, brick, carpeted.
electric heat and air. This
$25,750 Call 753-0855
home has wall to wall
between 4 and 7 p.m.
carpet, lots of cabinets ini
kitchen, large patio.
:
Nire
uri7c51:
. D:
800
.000111
HeCligh:E
. caB
Priced to sell
at $28,500.
Den,
house.
Come by 105 N. 12th.,, crete
car
BOYD-MAJORS REAL, basement, two
garage. Approximately 2
ESTATE, or .call 753-808CI
acres with 230 feet
frontage. On 641 in Almo
JUST _LISTE1/bedroom, 1 bath, brick 7882 or 753-6727.
veneer
home
near
shopping centers and TWO
STORY,
four
groceries. This hdme has
bedroom brick, 2 full
electric heat, formal
baths, separate dining
dining area, new wall to
room and family room in
wall carpet throughout,
very, pleasant S. West
large patio
$26,500.
Murray
neighborhooa.
Contact
Boyd-Majors
Lots of trees, well- landReal Estate, 105 N. 12th or, scaped.
Call 753-5249 for
call 753-8080
k
appointment.

One 121 Highway app. 3 miles west of Murray we
have this beautiful 3 bedroom brick, with large
family room, Extra nice den with fireplace,
beautiful kitchen, with range, dishwasher, disposal
formal diningroorn, extra nice entrance hall, large
living room, 3 nice size bedrooms, 2 baths, large
Carport and patio, storage building, wall to wall
carpet this and more for $38,500.

Located in Gatesboro on a large lot we have this
lovely home with 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, large living
room with fireplace, den, formal dining room, central heat and air. wall to wall carpet, range,
disposal, dishwasher, large 2 car garage, large
patio, and priced to sell at $39,500.

To see these or any other of our fine listings Call 753-1651 or come by and see
us at S. 12 at Sycamore or any of the following salespeople, Ray Roberts 7535583. Edna Knight 753-4910, Anna Reaquarth,753-2477, Jean Bennett 753-2590,
T. C. Collie 753-5122 or Hoyt Roberts 753-3924.

414 S. 12th

Phone 753-1651

,
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Monday July 28 Our Bank Opened
At 9:00 a.m. Never To Close Again!
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PEOPLES BANK
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Here When You Need Us
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